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ABSTRÀCT

The inLent of this thesis is to provide an understanding of player
aggression in professional hockey from the viewpoint of hockey fans. In
the first chapter the issue of player aggression in hockey is
introduced. Àn historical account of this phenomenon is outlined, as
well as an interpretation from the perspective of players. Based on
this information, it will become evident that scant attention has been
focused on the role of spectators, in regard to this behavior. while it
is true that there has been considerable public concern about player
violence in hockey, which has prompted several inquiries into the issue,
no research, to date, has conducted an in-depth investigation of fan
attitudes toward this phenomenon. This study is an attempt to bridge
this gap, in some measure.

This investigation is set within a symbolic interactionist framework, a
theoretical orientation lending itself to qualitative research. In
Chapter Two the major tenets of symbolic interactionism are outlined and
its relevance to the study shown.

À description of the methodology employed in this thesis is given in
Chapter Three. Using theoretical samplingr a grounded theory technique,
a particular group of hockey fans residing in Winnipeg were interviewed
and asked questions about their attitude toward player aggression in
professional hockey.

Chapter Four consists of a detail-ed discussion of the research findings.
It is here that the voice of the fan is heard. It was found that, under
certain conditions, formal rules can be broken and be replaced by more
lenient informal rules, according to the fans. However, there is also a
critical thresholdr or a point beyond which acceptable aggression
becomes unacceptable. The informants put forward specific criteria
accounting for the acceptability and unacceptability of player
aggresslon.
idealistic.

These criteria were characterized as practical and

This fan moral code in hockey was then probed for consistency across
oLher settings, including other sporting eventsr âs well as situations
outside the institution of sport. Based on this comparative analysis it
was found that many of the same criteria that accounted for the
acceptabiliÈy and unacceptability of aggression in hockey, also
accounted for the acceptability and unaccept,ability of similar forms of
aggression in the other settings. However, the context of hockey proved
to be unique, in that certain criteria of acceptability pertained to
hockey, alone. The hockey fans were most tolerant toward the violation
of formal rules in hockey, compared lo the other settings.

In the final chapter some concluding remarks are made about the fan
moral code in hockey. It is argued lha! the fan attitudes have a
practical and ideological basis.
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INTRODUCTION

While it may be true that the people of Canada are divided on many issues,

such as language, religion and politics, there is one element of our culture that

binds us together. Canadians, from coast to coast, share a passion for the game

of hockey, unparallel by that of any other sport, to the extent that it has become a

symbol of our national identity (Bibby,1991; Dryden and Maccrego r,19Bg;

Hall,Slack,Smith and Whitson,1991; Kidd and Macfarlan e,1g72; Metcafte,197B;

Smith,1979). Hockey is to Canada what soccer is to Brazil (Lever,1 g72), baseball is

to America (Seymour,1990) or cricket is to Barbados (Sandiford,19B6). Throughout

the world hockey is virtually synonymous with Canada. To appreciate why it has

emerged as Canada's most popular sport, an historical overview of its early

development would prove enlightening.

The origins of Hockey in canada and the Rise of professionalism

Although the exact date of hockey's birth in Canada is unknown, the origins of

organized hockey can be traced back to the latter half of the nineteenth century

(Dryden,1983:212; Hall,Slack,Smith & Whitson,1991:57; Metcalfe,l g87:61). During

this period Canada was characterized by rapid industriatization which led to
massive economic, political and social changes across the nation. Urbanization

increased as people flocked to cities, particularly Montreal and Toronto, seeking

employment. Many technological innovations were also developed. Railways

were constructed, promoting transportation, and the introduction of the telegraph
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and the mass press enhanced communications. Furthermore, a reduction in the

number of working hours coupled with the Saturday half- holiday and the growing

secularization of the Sabbath, produced regular leisure time for the masses. The

culmination of these events provided the necessary conditions for the formation

of modern sport in Canada (Hall,Slack,Smith & Whitson,p.57; Metcalfe,p.48).

The emergence of ice hockey was one team sport among many to proliferate

in Canada during this period, and like cricket, soccer, rugby and basebalt, its initial

development was rooted in the urban centres of Ontario and Quebec

(Dryden,1983:212; Hall,Slack,Smith & Whitson,-l991:57; Metcalfe,'l987:61).

Although there were several earlier versions, the first recognized game of hockey

was played in Montreal's Victoria Rink, in 1875, between two nine man teams

from a local rugby club, who were looking for some pre-season exercise. What

distinguished this contest from previous games, Çpically played on open lakes or

ponds by an unlimited collection of players, was the erection of enclosed

boundaries on a rink surface which placed a new emphasis on skill and agility. A

couple of years later, students from McGill UniversiÇ introduced a formal system

of rules based on those of English field hockey. By 1879, a standardized set of

rules was formalized that not only facilitated intra-city competitions, but would

ultimately become the foundation of all future rules (Metcalfe,p"63).

Organized hockey in Canada was created and strongly shaped by the middle

class. Educators, church leaders and local businessmen played a major role in the

sponsorship of hockey clubs and the subsequent establishment of leagues

(Hall,Slack,Smith & Whitson,'l991:57; Metcalfe, 1987:65). lnfluenced by the

Victorian doctrine of "Muscular Christianity", spearheaded by Britain's Charles

Kingsley, proponents of ice hockey emphasized its vital function as an instrument

of socialization (Brown,'l988:216; Metcalfe,p.69). Kingsley espoused the virtues of
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sport, as an ideal medium through which the character of "manliness", an

attribute crucial to living a Christian way of life, could be transmitted, leading to

success not only on the playing field, but more importantly, in later life. lce

hockey, it was believed, could foster "manly" qualities, such as courage,

hard-work, toughness and sense of duty. Ultimately, it was this quality that both

justified hockey's acceptance by institutional authorities and accounted for its

rising populariÇ in Canada.

Toward the end of the 1880's, as Canada's population experienced increasing

migration beyond Ontario and Quebec, organized hockey spread east to Halifax

and as far west as Winnipeg. By 1914, just prior to the outbreak of The First

World War, hockey's attractiveness became nationwide (Hall,Slack,Smith &

Whitson,1991:59; Metcalfe,19B7:63). Three major advances in technology facilitated

this growth. First, the construction of railways enabled teams to travel to other

cities, thereby promoting inter-city rivalries. Second, the advent of artificial ice, in

1911, revolutionized the game. Not only did this make it possible for hockey to

be played, for the first time, in the mild climates of the Maritimes and the West

Coast, but it prolonged and stabilized the playing season itself. Finally, the

introduction of the media on a national scale greatly enhanced the dissemination

of knowledge in Canada, including the coverage of ice hockey. Hockey

enthusiasts everywhere were now provided with descriptions of otherwise

unknown teams, as well as the results of games played in all parts of the country.

The signing of the British North America Act in 1867 marked the birth of

Canada as a nation, making it politically independent from Britain

(McNaught,1976)" ln the ensuing decades Canadians were finally gaining a true

sense of nationalism, and the rise in popularity of hockey certainly contributed to

this sentiment. Unlike most sports, such as cricket and rugby which were
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transplanted by the British, and baseball whose origins were linked to America,

the evolution of ice hockey was distinctly Canadian. As a result, it came to

symbolize an element of "Canadiannessr' (Brown,'l988:219; Metcalf e,1987:47).

The early pioneers of ice hockey were staunch advocates of amateurism and

the establishment of the Amateur Hockey Association of Canada in 18B6

reaffirmed this commitment (Hall,Slack,Smith & Whitson,1991:60;

Metcalfe,1987:71). Hockey was to be played for the sake of the game itself, with

its participants benefiting intrinsically from the strong moral character that ¡t
instilled. Professionalism, the practice of rewarding athletes extrinsically was

strictly prohibited and viewed with great disdain. lt was considered the root

cause of all evil in sport, such as gambling and unruly conduct. For these reasons,

then, the professionalization of hockey was initially strongly opposed.

During the early '1900's, however, accusations of "shamateurism" were voiced

with increasing frequency throughout organized hockey. lndeed, many players

were caught receiving payment for their services (Metcalfe, 1987:168). At this

time, there was an increasing emphasis placed on winning, âs teams vied for the

highly coveted Stanley Cup, the premier trophy in hockey (Macfarlane,1978). ln

an attempt to achieve victory and be crowned national champions, some owners

went so far as to pay their players. This problem escalated to the point where

many teams declared their pro status and then established professional leagues.

However, these teams were still required to compete against amateur clubs in the

quest for the Stanley Cup.

The professionalization of ice hockey was stimulated and made possible by

local entrepreneurs (Hall,Slack,Smith & Whitson,1991:59; Kidd & Macfarlane,1972;

Metcalfe,19B7:170). They, too, recognized hockey's rising popularity as a
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spectator sport and realized that, as a form of entertainment, it could be a definite

profit-making venture. This motive coupled with the prestige of owning a winning

team prompted members of the business community to purchase clubs and

provide the financial support needed to ensure the viability of the leagues. This

included the construction and maintenance of arenas. ln return, they received the

monies derived from charging spectators an admission fee at games.

Several professional leagues were established during the '1900's, but the

majority were shortlived due to financial crises, such as the Ontario Professional

Hockey League, Canada's first truly pro league, founded in 1908

(Metcalfe,19B7:170). By 1912, however, pro hockey finally acquired a strong

foothold in Canada. ln 1910 the National Hockey Association was formed,

consisting of teams from the east, including Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto, and

two years later the Pacific Coast Hockey League was established, comprised of

clubs from the west (Metcalfe,p.'171). By this time the calibre of pro hockey had

surpassed that of amateur hockey and this was reflected in the former's

domination in competing for the Stanley Cup. ln fact, the last amateur team to

win this prestigous award was the Montreal Wanderers in '1908, who then in the

following year turned pro and eventually joined the NHA (Metcalfe,p.169).

The year 1917 marked an historical moment in the development of hockey in

Canada. The National Hockey League was created, consisting of five teams

(Fischler & Fischler,1975:411). From this point onward the professional game, like

its amateur counterpart, continued to thrive, expanding to twelve clubs in 1967,

and then adding six more in 1974. Today, the NHL consists of twenÇ-two teams

throughout North America and by the 1992-1993 season it plans to augment its

membership by adding two teams from Ottawa and Tampa Bay.
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The Contempordry Game and its Popularity

The current popularity of professional ice hockey, in Canada, can perhaps,

best be attributed to its tempo. lt has been described as one of the fastest team

Sames in the world, with players reaching speeds, on their skates, in excess of 25

mph (Beddoes,Fischler & cirler,1973; Dryden,19B3). Adding to hockey's

attraction, is an inherent aggressive characteristic, manifesting itself in varying

degrees and various forms. Bodily collisions are commonplace, and players on

occasion, resort to fighting as means to either vent frustrations or settle disputes.

More serious, and morally denounced, is the situation where a player employs his

stick as a weapon, using it in a spearing or slashing manner in order to inflict pain

or cause injury to his opponent.

The Bureaucratic Institution of Hockey

Since its inception in 1917, the National Hockey League has become highly

bureaucratized and rationalized. lt consists of both a formal and informal

normative structure. While aggressive incidents do occur, in countless numbers,

throughout the course of a hockey match, they are held in check to a certain

extent by the formal norms of the game. Like other institutions, conduct in the

sport of hockey is guided by an established system of codified rules, that defines

what behavior is acceptable and what behavior is unacceptable. Strict adherence

to this code is required, and this knowledge is shared by all members of the

hockey culture, to a greater or lesser degree. Players, coaches, fans and all other

concerned parties internalize these norms through the process of socialization.
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Formal Norms Governing Aggression

The formal norms permit aggression to a point. Thus, it is recognized that

some aggression is acceptable and some aggression is unacceptable. For example,

one learns that it is legal to body-check an opponent with one's shoulder or hip,

but it is illegal to elbow or spear an opponent. From the moment individuals are

first exposed to hockey, they are taught and repeatedly reminded what conduct is

in line with the official norms and what conduct is in direct violation. This system

of rules is enforced, both explicitly and implicitly by many members, including

players, coaches and managers, but most importantly, the referee and linesmen.

As the primary agent of social control, the referee maintains social order by

penalizing players who commit infractions during a contest, thereby serving to

reinforce the formal rules. This acts as a public display, in that all persons in

attendance readily acknowledge that a rule has been violated and that the deviant

will be punished by being made to sit in the penalty box for a specified period of

time, during which his teammates will play short-handed.

Informal Norms

While the formal normative code does play a major role in controlling player

conduct, it is not the only operative social control mechanism. An informal

normative structure is firmly entrenched in the hockey culture. Unwritten rules,

adhered to by members, specify what behavior is acceptable and what behavior is

non-acceptable, including aggression (Colburn,19\7; Faulkner,1974; Smith,l 975).

Again, this knowledge is internalized by individuals through the process of

socialization, as they gain membership into this world.
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Tension Between Formal and Informal Systems

Although the formal and informal rules do co-exist in hockey, their

relationship is not one of harmony. The formal rules are stretched in the informal

code, to the extent that some kinds of conduct that are quite acceptable in the

informal system clearly violate the formal system. Fisticuffs are a case in point.

Fist-fighting between players in professional hockey is a direct breach of the

official rules. A player who breaks this rule must serve a five minute penalty, and

if the referee believes that he instigated the altercation, then he is obligated to sit

in the penalty box for an additional two minutes. Furthermore, if this player

instigates a second altercation, takes part in a third fight or becomes the third

man in a fight during the same game he will receive a game misconduct, resulting

in automatic ejection from the contest.

ln the informal normative structure, however, fighting does not warrant

punishment. On the contrary, it is viewed in a positive light and actively

condoned by teammates, coaches and managers. Fist-fighting is considered "part

of the game" (Colburn,19ï7; Dryden,19B9; Faulkner,1974; Nash and Lerner,19ï1;

Smith,1979;1979b;1975; Ya2,1976). ln the case of professional hockey, fighting is

such an embedded feature that it occurs at least once every game (Dryden,1990).

I nformal Critical Threshold

While it is true that the informal system of norms does tolerate more

aggressive behavior than does the formal, there is a critical threshold, or point

beyond which informally acceptable behavior becomes universally non-acceptable.

Employing one's stick as a weapon, with the intention to injure, as in the case of

spearing or slashing is prohibited in both systems.
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Criteria For Threshold

Stickwork is proscribed even in the informal code on the basis of two criteria.

First, it violates the norm of "fairness" (Colburn,19S7). A player who is the victim

of a "cheap-shot", such as a cross-check or butt-end is denied the opportunity to

defend himself, and is given no advance warning that he is about to be assaulted.

His opponent has shown him no "respect". Second, whereas players view fighting

as a ritual that allows disputes to be settled in a manner that causes little, if any,

damage to one's physical well-being, stick fouls are viewed as a more severe form

of aggression and the leading cause of serious injuries in hockey, most notably

visual impairment (Colburn, 1987; Hayes,1976; Nash and Lerne.r,1981; Smith,19S3).

ln fact, it is this behavior, and not fist-fighting that is perceived as "violence",

according to players (Colburn,1987 ; Faulkner,l 97 4).

Persistence of lnformal Structure Despite Tension

The game of hockey is inherently fast and the direction of play is constantly

changing. Teams mount an attack by skating forward with the puck, passing when

necessary or desired, in an attempt to penetrate the opponent's zone, with the

ultimate aim of shooting the puck into the opposition's net, thereby scoring a

goal. At the same time the defending team, using similar tactics, including

body-contact, tries to thwart such an advance. Amidst this flurry of activity many

incidents take place that go unnoticed and unchecked by the referee, including

player infractions. lndeed, the informal infringement of formal rules is widespread

and allowed to occur. The informal structure persists in hockey because it is

functional.
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Functions of Aggression

Like other types of formally non-acceptable aggression, fighting is informally

accepted because it is instrumental in hockey. From an occupational perspective,

it can be interpreted as an integral component of a player's role and inextricably

linked to both player success and team victory (Chevalier,1974; Colburn,'I987;

Faulkner,1974; McCarthy & Kelly,197B; Russell,1976; Schultz,tg8'l; Ya2,1977;

Widmeyer & Birch, 1984). That is, in order to do one's job effectively, and be

rewarded, a player must employ aggressive methods beyond those permitted by

the formal rules.

Aggression and Goal Scoring

ln regard to player success and team victory, Cordon Russell (1976) indicates

that the number of assists a player receives is significantly related to his aggressive

behavior that is formally unacceptable. There is a tendency for players to earn

more assists when they exhibit th¡s conduct. Russell attempts to explain this

finding by noting that it is often in the corners of a hockey rink that plays

develop, eventually leading to goals. lt is in this same context that players tend to

body-check, elbow and hook one another, in order to gain possession of the

puck. John McCarthy and Bryan Kelly (1978) reveal that in addition to assists,

both goals scored and shots on goal are positively related to formally

non-acceptable aggression. Furthermore, players who employ this style of play are

more likely to be efficient than those who do not, in that the former tend to have

a higher ratio of goals to shots than the latter. According to Neil Widmeyer and

Jack Birch (1984), if this type of aggression is initiated early in a contest by one

team it may serve as a tactic of intimidation, and thereby enhance their chances of
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winning. Their opponent may become fearful and lose the confidence that is

necessary to win the game (Schultz,19B1).

Aggression and Sfafus

According to Faulkner, it is through aggressive play that one may acquire both

status and respect. The ability to defend oneself in a fight is one way of earning

the respect of teammates and opponents in the culture of hockey. One's

manliness is demonstrated. By virtue of this performance it is indicated to others

that you will not be "pushed around", or manipulated. He argues that aggression

allows players to "test" one another and establish identities (p.293). Testing

means that players determine how far they can take advantage of an opponent

before he retaliates. The adversary is then given a specific identity, such as

"chicken" or "tough" and treated accordingly. ln the future, he will be either

picked on, or respected.

Symbolism ìn Aggression

Fist-fighting can also be classified as a - "symbolic" form of aggression. A

distinct set of social meanings is shared by the combatants in regard to each

others' actions and intentions (Colburn,1987; Faulkner,1974; Nash & Lerner,19S1).

Behavior is highly ritualized, in that players understand and follow a definite

protocol of conduct. A fight is initiated when one player squares off with an

opponent and then proceeds to drop his stick and gloves. This is a cue to his

opponent that he is challenging him to a fight. The opponent can either accept

the challenge by dropping his stick and gloves, or he can reject it by skating away.

Choosing the latter alternative would be detrimental to one's reputation because
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one risks being labelled a coward and granted little, if any, deference. ln the

future, opponents will know that liberties can be taken with this individual. ln

contrast, when players accept such a challenge and enter into a fight they earn

respect from both teammates and opponents (Colburn,1987; Faulkner,1974; Nash

& Lerner,19B1). Even if they do not win the fight, the mere fact that they did not

back down, signifies their adherence and commitment to the informal code. To

win the fight, however, would be beneficial because it is likely to boost the

morale of one's team and thereby contribute to a victorious outcome.

An altercation usually arises when one player takes exception to an

opponent's behavior, that is informally unacceptable. For example, a spearing

incident may prompt the victim to challenge the perpetrator to a fight, as a form

of duel. This is acceptable conduct because it is the "honourable", or manly way

to settle a dispute in the context of hockey (Colburn,1987; Faulkner,1974). The

norm of "fairness" is emphasized, in that, both parties have an equal chance to

defend themselves. They have agreed to resolve their differences, not with any

weapon, such as a stick, but with their fists alone. Furthermore, by dropping their

gloves and stick prior to throwing a punch, a player conveys "arì attitude of

respect" for his opponent by giving him the opportunity to defend himself.

lncluded in hockey's unwritten constitution are rules governing who is allowed

to fight with whom. First, it is generally inappropriate, unless provoked, for a

player to engage in fisticuffs with an opponent who is smaller in stature. A

discrepancy in size would, of course, give a decided advantage to the larger

combatant. Second, it is considered unacceptable for a "goon" (a player

renowned for his punching prowess) to instigate a premeditated fight against an

adversary, who is a known pacifist. Finally, challenging a team's star player to a

fight, without just cause, for the sole purpose of inflicting injury or pain, and
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thereby potentially removing him from the game, is abhorred by most

professional players (Colburn, 1 987 :1 57).

So ingrained are these rules in the player ethos that one rarely witnesses their

violation. For example, it is very infrequent that one sees a goon, such as Ty

Domi of the New York Rangers attempting to throw punches at Pittsburgh's Mario

Lemieux, one of the most talented players in the NHL. This is partially due to the

fact that the instigator stands to gain little, in terms of status. ln fact, just the

opposite is true. His reputation is likely to be tarnished, as his actions will surely

be construed as cowardly and unmanly. ln addition, the perpetrator knows very

well that the victim's teammates will actively seek retribution. Often a teammate,

called an "enforcer" or "policeman" will confront and challenge the assailant to a

fight (Faulkner,1978:305). This response exemplifies the norm in hockey

specifying one's obligation to defend a teammate whose well-being is threatened.

As a result, a sense of solidarity is preserved on the team. The message

communicated, here, to the opponent is that tactics of intimidation will not be

tolerated. Consequently, to the extent that this gesture is acknowledged, social

order is restored on the ice and the boundary of acceptable aggression is

reaffirmed.

It can be argued, then, that fighting is functional in hockey because it acts as

an informal mode of social control. lt allows players to vent frustrations and

resolve conflicts in a normative context that is, by and large, injury free, as

opposed to resorting to potentially more dangerous types of aggression, such as

stickwork, which is not guided by a system of norms.

ln professional hockey, it is apparent that fighting continues to receive the

tacit approval of League Officials (Colburn,1987:165; Hallowell,lgTB:152;
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Smith,1983:37). Unlike other team sporting events, such as soccer and basketball,

fighting in hockey does not result in expulsion (provided that the combattant has

not instigated a second fight, fought for the third time or become the third party

in an existing fight). The punishment for committing this infraction is relatively

lenient, as players are simply obligated to sit in the penalty box for five minutes,

while their teammates play short-handed. five minutes, while their teammates play

short-handed. NHL President, John Ziegler, like his predecessor, Clarence

Campbell, maintains that fighting functions as a safety-valve in hockey, and should

therefore remain in the game (Dryden,1990:18; Hallowell,lgTB:150). As Ziegler

indicated:

I do not find it unacceptable in a game where
frustration is constant,'for men toTrop their sticks
and gloves and take swings at each other. I think
that kind of outlet is impõrtant for players in our
games (as cited in Smith, 1983:37).

Underlying the league's support for fighting, however, is an economic motive.

Some NHL team owners have more than once, over the years, made it clear that

fisticuffs represent a vital source of revenue in hockey, in that its presence helps

to attract more people to games (Hall,Slack, Smith & Whitson,'I991:217;

Hallowell,lgT\:152). As one owner commented, "l'm convinced we could put

another thousand people in the OMNI for every game if we had a fighting team -

which we don't" (as cited in Ronberg,1975:B8). Convincing support for this

proposition, however, remains unfounded as both owners and academics have not

yet conducted the necessary empirical research.
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LÍmitations of the Literature

While the literature on which the preceding discussion is based does provide

a comprehensive account of player conduct in hockey, it is limited, in that its

basis of knowledge is derived primarily from one source, only. lnsight into the

phenomenon of player aggression is drawn mainly from the player culture. Little

attention has been focused on the role of spectators in relation to this behavior.

ln regard to hockey fans, Cordon Russell (1976) investigated the relationship

between crowd size and player aggression, using the official records of the Alberta

Highwood Hockey League between 1970 and 1972. The direct relationship

hypothesized between spectator attendance and player aggression received only

equivocal support. A positive relationship existed in one season of play, but not

in the other. As for spectator approval, players perceive fans as approving of

fighting in hockey (Dryden,1990; Nash and Lerner,1981; Smith,1979). ln fact, next

only to teammates, players view fans as having the greatest support for fighting

(Smith,'l979). Cordon Russell (19S1) has studied spectator reactions to player

aggression in hockey. ln his study, consisting of subjects attending Western

Hockey League games, he found that displays of aggression on the ice

corresponded to feelings of hostiliÇ among fans. An inverted-U curve

characterized this relationship. Both variables increased until the end of the

second period and then decreased slightly towards the conclusion of the game.

Thus, one may conclude that the more the violence on the'ice, the greater the

hostility in the stands.

Although the research mentioned above does address the role of fans in the

Same of hockey, three major limitations are apparent. First, player aggression is

not viewed from the perspective of fans. Rather, athletes judge how they think
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spectators perceive their aggressive conduct (Smith,'l979). Second, the crowd at a

hockey game is treated simply as an independent variable, influencing player

aggression on the ice (Russell,'I976). Fans are not described as interpreting or

giving meaning to events in their surrounding environment. Finally, when

spectator reactions to player violence have been studied, the methodology

employed has been quantitative (Russell,19B1). An in-depth appraisal of spectator

perceptions of player aggression has yet to be undertaken from a qualitative

perspective. According to Melnick (1989:167), there is a need for research in this

area. As he indicates, "what seems missing is a formal and systematic study of the

one person without whose presence spectator sports would cease to exist - the

fan". Another reason that the topic of player aggression warrants f urther

investigation is that it continues to be an issue that evokes public concern.

Public Concern: Violence in Hockey

Although the game of hockey remains the most popular sport in Canada

(Bibby,1991; Dryden & Macgregor,lg9g), and is considered by many to foster such

virtues as sportsmanship, teamwork, discipline and hard-work (Ya2,1974), it has

come under considerable criticism due to its violent nature. Violence, here, refers

to non-acceptable aggression, such as stick assaults and in some cases fighting. ln

the province of Ontario, the extent of player violence in hockey became so

pervasive by 1974 that it gained public recognition as a social problem and

prompted the Provincial Government to commission William McMurtry, a lawyer,

to investigate the issue (McMurtry cited in MacPherson,lg86). ln addition to

recommending that a Provincial Hockey Council be established to formulate and

monitor the purpose and objectives of amateur hockey in Ontario, the report

identified National Hockey League authorities as being partly responsible for the
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existence of violence in hockey (McMurtry cited in Hall,Slack,Smith &

Whitson,1991:219). The ineffectiveness and reluctance of NHL officials to clamp

down on this problem has led to its legitimation in the professional game, and

invariably, this attitude has been transmitted to the youth program, according to

McMurtry. In short, the pro version has served as a negative model for the

amateur game (Nash & Lerner,'l9B'l; Kidd & Macfarlane,1972:43; Smith cited in

Ya2,1976:83). Consequently, in 1975, one year following the inquiry, Roy

McMurtry, the Attorney Ceneral of Ontario, issued an order to police and Crown

Attorneys, "to lay more charges against professional hockey players who commit

what are alleged to be criminal offences on the ice" (cited in Watson & Maclellan,

1986:13).

ln 1977, following several episodes of player violence in the Quebec Junior

Hockey League, the Provincial Government authorized an investigation into

hockey violence (Neron,1977). Several recommendations outlining how to cuftail

this behavior were derived from the report. ln 1980, the Ontario Hockey Council

conducted an opinion poll to address the issue of violence in minor hockey

(MacPherson & Davidson,19B0). The study, consisting of a sample of more than

31,000 hockey parents in Ontario found that 42 per cent of the respondents

thought there is too much violence in minor hockey. ln addition, over 60 per

cent thought "the enforcement of rules against fighting and illegal use of the stick

needs improvement". One major consequence of this negative parental

sentiment is that a high percentage of youngsters are being pulled out of

organized hockey at an early age (Hall,Slack, Smith & Whitson,1991:219; Mcüurtry

cited in Watson & Maclellan,lgB2:'13). lndeed, participation in minor hockey is

declining. According to the Canadian Amateur Hockey Association, "registration is

falling, by 30 per cent across the country", and "by nearly 50 per cent in Quebec

in the last decade" (cited in Dryden & MacGregor,lg8g:63).
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Most recently, in'1986, then Minister of State for Fitness and Amateur Sport,

Otto Jelinek, established the Fair Play Commission in reaction to the growing

concern of many Canadians about the frequency of violence in sport, especially in

hockey (Hall,Smith,Slack & Whitson,'l991:211). The Commission's primary

objective is to promote the ideal of "fair play" among athletes in competition,

which all too often, and certainly in the case of hockey (Va2,1974:34; K¡dd &

MacFarlane,1972:20), seems to be undermined by the philosophy of "winning at

all costs".

Despite the widely held belief that player violence in hockey emerged as a

social problem in the 1970's, an historical examination of the game reveals that

this behavior has marred hockey throughout its history (tischler,1974;

Hallowell,l9T9). lndeed, as Watson and Maclellan indicate, "Canadian hockey,

unlike any other sport in North America, has had an extensive history of

involvement with the judicial system" (1986:10). Incidents of hockey violence,

eliciting public outcry, can be traced as far back as the early'1900's, when

organized hockey first began to blossom across the country (Metcalfe,19S7).

Several landmark cases are worthy of mention. For instance, in 1905, in Maxville,

Ontario, during an exhibition game between two teams from Maxville and

Alexandria, a Maxville player, Allan Loney, struck an opponent, Alcide Laurin, in

the head with his stick fracturing Laurin's skull and causing to die instantly. This

led to the first case adjudicated in Canada involving a hockey player being

charged with murder (Watson & Maclellan, 1986:10). ln the following month, the

charge was reduced to manslaughter and Loney was acquitted.

ln 1907, during an Eastern Hockey League game, a stick swinging episode

involving three participants resulted in the first charges ever being laid against

professional hockey players. Two of the individuals were found "guilty of assault
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causing bodily injury, fined $20.00 plus costs ($18.00) and required to post a $200

good performance bond" (Watson & Maclellan,l986:11). The third party was

found not guilty of the charge in question. ln the same year, the first fatality in

professional hockey occurred when Charles Masson clubbed Cornwall's Owen

McCourt over the head with a stick. Masson was charged with murder, but this

was later reduced to manslaughter by the Crown and he was eventually acquitted

because of an uncertainty that he was the actual perpetrator.

Between 1907 and 1962, five more cases were brought before the court

system, each involving a stick assault. ln only one instance was the accused found

not guilty of assault. ln 1963, during an amateur game in Verdun, Quebec, a

player attacked an opponent with his stick and was subsequently sentenced to

eight days in jail, marking the first occasion a player has served a jail sentence for

an act committed on the ice during a game. Following this incident, up until the

end of 1974, just prior to the release of the McMurtry Report, eleven more cases

were adjudicated in Canada (Watson & Maclellan,p.'17,18).

ln the years immediately following the McMurtry lnquiry, its impact on

Canadian Hockey began to be felt throughout the country, at all levels of play

(Hallowell,1978:154; Watson & Maclellan,l986:15). One indication of its effect

was a dramatic increase in the number of assault cases brought before the courts.

ln fact, between 1975 and 1977 seventeen incidents received judicial attention, all

of which involved stick-assaults, except for three which involved fist-fighting.

Furthermore, in all but three cases, the perpetrators were amateurs. During the

remaining decade, nine additional court appearances were made by hockey

players.
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During the 1970's, perhaps the most notable incident of hockey violence that

caused the greatest public outrage, and led to litigation, occurred on January 4,

1975, in Bloomington, Minnesota, during an NHL game between the Minnesota

North Stars and the Boston Bruins (Smith,-l983:41). The altercation involved David

Forbes of the Bruins and Minnesota's Henry Boucha. As these two players

stepped out of the box onto the ice, after serving penalties for an earlier

infraction, Forbes skated up behind the unsuspecting Boucha and struck him over

the head with the butt end of his stick, just above the right eye. Boucha

collapsed to the ice, seemingly unconscious, as blood spilled from his head.

Showing no remorse, Forbes proceeded to inflict further injury as he began

pounding Boucha's skull into the ice repeatedly. ln the end, Boucha suffered a

severely damaged eye. As for Forbes, "a Minnesota grand jury charged him with

the crime of Aggravated Assault by Use of a Dangerous Weapon" (p.4t¡.

However, due to the jury's inability to reach a unanimous verdict, the case was

dismissed. Within the discipline of law, this case set a precedent because it

addressed, for the first time in sport, the question of who should be responsible,

the individual or the group. ln this instance, should the Boston Bruins'

Organization or even the National Hockey League have been on trial, in addition

to Forbes?

Between 1980 and 1983 twelve cases of hockey violence were adjudicated in

Canadian courts (Watson & Maclellan,'I986:20). Five of the incidents involved

fist-fights, while the remaining seven were stick-assaults. ln all but four of the

cases, the assailants were found guilty.

ln the 1980's, probably the most prominent episode of hockey violence to

have attracted public attention occurred on January 6, 1988, during a NHL game

between the Toronto Maple Leafs and the Minnesota North Stars. Dino Ciccarelli,
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then with the Minnesota team, hit Luke Richardson of the Maple Leafs twice over

the head with his stick and then punched him in the face. Richardson, who was

wearing a helmet, was not injured. Ciccarelli was ejected from the game and

received a ten game suspension from the League. Furthermore, the Provincial

Court fined Ciccarelli $1,000 and sentenced him to one duy in jail

(Hall,Slack,Smith & Whitso n, 1 991 :21 B).

ln addition to the many episodes of hockey violence that have led to litigation,

there have been a plethora of similarly violent incidents never brought before the

courts. lnstead, the assailants have been either suspended or fined by the

League, or simply penalized by the referee. One noted incident of this kind

occurred in 1968 during a game between Philadelphia and Boston when Larry

Zeidel of the Flyers and Eddie Shack of the Bruins engaged in a fierce

stick-swinging duel that caused bloodshed to both parties (Fischler,1973:101). The

punishment issued to each player was limited to a game misconduct. ln any other

context this behavior would have led to criminal prosecution. lnterestingly, Shack

and Zeidel met in a similar clash a decade earlier.

During the mid-1970's, the Philadelphia Flyers,

Bullies", were notorious for their violent conduct. Led by Bobby Clarke, their

inspiring captain, and Dave Schultz, who set a NHL record for penalty minutes in

one season (348), the Flyers won two consecutive Stanley Cups in 1974 and 1975

on the basis of superb goaltending, goal scoring and employing violent tactics of

i¡timidation (Schultz,t 9Bt; Fischler,'l 974:39). The Philadelphia players were

sharply criticized by the media for their dirty play, which on many occasions

nicknamed the "Broad Street

warranted legal charges.
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Recently, on November 16, 1991, during a game between the Calgary Flames

and the Buffalo Sabres, Calgary's Jamie Macoun struck Pat LaFontaine of the

Sabres in the face with his stick, braking LaFontaine's jaw (Free Press 10111191).

Macoun received a five minute major penalty and a game misconduct, but no

legal action was taken against him. lt seems that victims in hockey, like

LaFontaine, are reluctant to lay charges against their aggressors. This suggests that

players do accept a certain degree of violence in the game.

ln response to the public's ongoing concern about violence in pro hockey,

League officials have made great strides in cracking down on this problem,

despite what some critics may say. For instance, they have increasingly ,taken a

strong stand against stick assaults. Heftier fines and suspensions have been issued

more frequently than ever (Dryden,'I990:18). As for fighting, the famous

bench-clearing brawls of the 1970's rarely occur today largely because the League

has made it a well known policy that all parties, including coaches, managers and

owners will be severely fined. ln short, the League's treatment of violence has not

been static, it has been progressive.

ln summary, while it is true that Canadian hockey has been blessed with many

memorable moments over the years, such as Team Canada's triumph over Russia

in 1972 (Dryden & Maccregor,'I989), its history has been tainted by player

violence that has led to both public outcry and judicial involvement. Considering

this legacy, it is obvious that hockey is more than just a game, and it is more than

just big business. lt has become an expression of Canada's culture, and more

importantly, an expression of our morality. During the course of a hockey game

aggressive incidents occur that are either condoned or condemned by onlookers,

depending on the particular moral standard that they uphold. Further research in

the area of hockey violence, and specifically, the public's reaction to it, may

provide some additional insight into the moral fabric of Canadian life.
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llresis Contribution: Filling the Gap

The aim of this study is to explore

pro hockey from the viewpoint of fans.

objectives is sought. First, to identify

the phenomenon of player aggression in

ln doing so, the achievement of four main

the conditions that, in the eyes of fans,

allow formal rules to be broken and be replaced by more lenient informal rules.

To put it another way, what circumstances permit players to go beyond the official

boundary of acceptable behavior, according to fans? The second objective is to

determine what criteria make acceptable aggression no longer acceptable. ln

other words, what events must occur before an aggressive action reaches its

critical threshold and is deemed unacceptable? The third objective is to probe

this moral code in hockey for consistency across different settings, including other

sporting events, as well as situations outside the realm of sport. The final

objective is to determine what influence, iÍ any, one's involvement in hockey has

on one's perception.

The theoretical perspective chosen to investigate these research questions will

be the subject of discussion in the next chapter.
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THEORETICAT ORIENTATI ON

This investigation is set within a symbolic interactionist framework, a

theoretical orientation lending itself to qualitative research. The major tenets of

symbolic interactionism will be outlined and its relevance to this study shown.

Like other sociological theories, symbolic interactionism seeks to answer specific

questions about society. Symbolic interactionists argue that the most fundamental

criterion for the establishment and maintenance of society is the existence of

social order (Berger & Luckmann ,1966:52; Blumer,'l 969:73; Hewitt,1984:186).

Social order is made possible to the degree that a dialectical relationship between

self and society is preserved. Through the continuous process of socialization this

end is achieved. The self becomes a product of society, while at the same time

society emerges as an organized composite of the selves that constitute it.

Socialization

Socialization is the process through which the culture of a particular society is

transmitted from one generation to the next (Berger & Luckmann,130; Hewitt,Bg;

Stone & Farberman,l9\6:233). The most important element of a culture is

language. Being both liberating and constraining, Ianguage serves to shape our

perception of the world by providing us with a frame of conception. ln short, we

can only see that which we know. The role of language is dual in that while it is

the most vital content of socialization, it is also the most important vehicle of

socialization (Berger & Luckmann,133; Hewitt,96). lt is our primary system of

il
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symbols, enabling us to give both meaning and order to "objects", that is, any

thing that we indicate, refer to, or act toward in our environment (Hewitt,p.61).

Language influences the particular line of action we construct. As Herbert Blumer

indicates, "Human beings act toward objects, including people, on the basis of the

meaning those objects have for them (1969:2). The process of interpretingr or

giving meaning to another's actions, through language, and then acting on the

basis of this meaning, is referred to as "symbolic interaction" (Blumer,9;

Hewitt,36).

The Role of Language

We enter into this world with no pre-existing knowledge of our environment.

Through the acquisition of language, however, this limitation is overcome. The

objective reality of a society is mediated by significant others, through language,

to those being socialized (Berger & Luckmann,'l31; Hewitt,104). Within the

emotion-filled context of the family, children identify with parents. That is, by

rehearsing the roles that parents play in the objective world, children engage in

anticipatory socialization (Stone & Farberman,250). This, in turn, leads to an

internalization of the parent's interpretation of the existing objective reality. ln

essence, the parent's world becomes the child's world, as they interpret it.

The Self

Although socialization is never complete and never completely successful,

primary socialization (between parent and child) can be said to be complete when

an individual has acquired a "self", so that the individual now sees the world from

a taken for granted perspective (Berger & Luckmann,137; Hewitt,103). Within the
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self there exist two interacting components which act to propel human conduct.

The "1" represents all of our impulses, while the rrMErr refers to an individual's

awareness and response to his or her own actions. The possession of a self allows

the individual to be both the subject and object of his or her actions (Blumer,62;

Hewitl,72). Taking the role of specific others, as well as the "generalized other" is

now made possible. This notion of a generalized other implies that the individual

recognizes that behavioral prescriptions and proscriptions apply not only within

the context of the family, but also in reference to the community at large.

When primary socialization is complete, individuals behave in a manner that is

guided by normative expectations. ln addition to simply having an internal sense

of control, that is a self, the individual is confronted by an external source of

social control, represented by institutions (Berger & Luckmann,60). lt is these

institutions, as part of the objective reality, that serve both to legitimate the norms

of a society and to preserve social order within that society itself.

The Instìtution of Sport

One such institution is sport (Coakely,l 978:16; Leonard,1980:45;

Sandiford,l986:354). The meaning of sport can best be understood in terms of its

relation to both play and games (Cruneau,1976:19). Play can be characterized as a

voluntary, non-utilitarian and spontaneous activiÇ 
. 
which is not constrained by

formal rules. Games tend to be more formalized and rule-governed. The

institutionalization of sport refers to the transformation of games into formal

clubs, associations or leagues. When we speak of sport as being institutionalized

this implies that the procedures of a particular game become "organized,

systematized and stabilized" (Leonard,45). By organization it is meant that
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positions, roles and role relationships become formally established and represent

the institutional order. Systematization means that individuals who play particular

roles, such as referee or player, are obligated to per{orm specific tasks, so that the

constructed institution can be maintained. Stabilization means that sport itself will

continue to exist despite the absence of any particular member.

Sport can be viewed as a medium of socialization (Coakley,16; Sandiford, 354;

Snyder & Spreitzer,lgB3:45). As a microcosm of the larger world, sport transmits

the culture of a particular society from one generation to the next. Many of the

ideas, values and norms of a socieÇ become transposed into the culture of sport.

Thus, not only is discipline, hard-work, fair play and cooperation valued within the

society at large, but they are also vital features of sport.

Violence

Having discussed both one dimension of social order and some of the

functions of sport within socieÇ, it is necessary now to address the issue of

violence. At the most general level, it can be defined as "physical force used so

as to injure, damage or destroy", oî "unjust or callous use of force or power, as in

violating another's rights or sensibilities" (Webster's Diction ary,1982:1585).

Clearly, then, violence encompasses a wide variety of behavior, including such

things as racism, sexism and physical abuse. In one respect it can be interpreted

as conduct that is perceived to be a threat to the existing social order, but in

another respect it can be viewed as behavior employed to maintain social order,

as in the case of military or police action. The concept of violence is relative in

the sense that its meaning varies from situation to situation, over time, and from

culture to culture. At a particular moment in a specific context the definition of
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violence is not so much a product of social consensus, but rather a social

construction of reality established to meet the interests of those with power (i.e.

institutional elites). Thus, depending on who wields the most power, conduct that

is defined as violent today may become normative behavior tomorrow. And like

other social phenomena, violence is not restricted by boundaries. lt exists in all

sectors of life and the area of sport is no exception. This thesis focuses

specifically on the issue of physical violence in sport.

Violence ìn Hockey: Spectator Perceptions

ln the case of professional hockey in Canada, player violence has emerged as

a prominent feature of the game. Although this behavior violates the formal rules

of hockey, players and coaches tend to regard a certain degree of violence as

normatively acceptable (Colburn,19B5; Faulkner, 1974; Nash & Lerner,lgB'l;

Ya2,1974; SmiLh, 1978). To hockey fans who attend games, or follow its coverage

in the media, player conduct, whether violent or not, is an "object" of their

environment. lt is something they refer to, designate and act toward. The

behavior of players is not intrinsically defined. Rather, fans, as actors, give

meaning to the actions of players on the ice. Violence is a social construction of

reality, it is not the quality of the act itself. lts meaning is constructed through

interaction. And the meanings that people have for objects, such as violence, are

established and maintained in the context of symbols, or language. The'question

to be asked here is: what meanings do hockey fans attribute to various types of

player aggression in the game? More precisely, what conditions or circumstances,

according to spectators, permit formal rules to be breached and be substituted by

more lenient informal rules? ln other words, what Wpes of aggression are

considered acceptable (despite violating the official rules of the game), and what
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criteria account for this acceptability? Taking this notion one step further, when is

the critical threshold reached, or point at which fans define the level of aggression

as no longer acceptable? And what are the criteria expressed by fans, accounting

for this unacceptability (violenceX

As indicated earlier, violence, as a form of behavior (defined here as

unacceptable aggression), manifests itself in a variety of ways in many different

contexts. While the primary purpose of this thesis is to focus on player aggression

in professional hockey, a secondary aim is to probe this moral code in hockey for

consistency in other settings, including various sporting contests, as well as

situations outside. the institution of sport. ln doing so, I intend to address the

following questions: to what extent do hockey fans hold a definition of violence

that is situationally specific, and to what extent is it universal?

The final issue to be researched in this study concerns how a fan's

socialization influences his/her perception of violence. More specifically, what role

does a fan's involvement in hockey, or lack of involvement, play in shaping his/her

perception of violence in both professional hockey and other social environments?

ln the case of the former context, the spectator who has played institutionalized

hockey internalizes specific norms and values regarding player aggression through

identification with significant others (teammates, coaches and parents). These

attitudes may not correspond to those held by fans who have either never played

the game or whose involvement has been limited. Moreover, those fans originally

socialized in non-Canadian cultures may hold attitudes toward aggression,

especially in hockey, that differ markedly from their Canadian counterparts.

These important questions will be addressed through symbolic interactionism,

following Chapter Three and throughout the remaining text. The purpose of this
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next chapter is to introduce the methodology chosen to investigate these very

questions.
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METHODOTOGY

After reviewing the literature on player aggression in hockey, it became

evident that scant attention has been focused on the role of spectators in relation

to this behavior. While it is true that studies indicate that players believe fans

approve of certain types of illegal aggression, particularly fighting (Nash &

Lerner,'l981; Smith,1979), and that player aggression on the ice tends to increase

crowd hostility in the stands (Russell,19B-l), no research, to date, has specifically

addressed how fans perceive this conduct. ln short, there is a gap in the existing

Iiterature. Spurred on by my own curiosity and the realization that there is a need

for further research in this area, I set out to bridge this gap in the following

manner.

Methodological Desìgn

- The emergent methodological design of this thesis can be outlined as follows.

Hockey fans were interviewed and asked to discuss their attitudes toward player

aggression in professional hockey. They were asked to distinguish specific Çpes

of aggressive behavior as to its acceptability to them, independent of the view

expressed by the official rules of the game. They were asked to specify the

particular conditions that permit formal rules to be broken and made permissable.

The critical threshold, or point at which acceptable aggression becomes no longer

acceptable was identified by each informant. The criteria accounting for this

certain underlying patterns ofunacceptability were revealed, and from this,

ilt
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reasoning were gleaned from their comments. This moral code in hockey was

then probed for consistency across other sporting contexts, as well as those

settings outside the domain of sport. Finally, the influence that a fan's

involvement in organized hockey had on his/her perception of aggression in both

hockey and other life situations was studied. ln order to achieve these objectives

a qualitative methodology was employed.

A Qualitative Approach

This research is not meant to produce a comprehensive final word on hockey

violence. lt focuses on one segment of the hockey culture, namely professional

hockey as viewed by fans living in Winnipeg. This research should, therefore, be

recognized as exploratory. I have intentionally chosen to enter the unchartered

waters of sociological inquiry with the ultimate aim of discovery. A qualitative

approach is most appropriate for meeting such a challenge. lt is ideal for

breaking new ground, or investigating phenomena about which little is known

(Strauss & Corbin,1990). lt enables the researcher to identify relevant concepts

and meanings shared by the members of the particular group under study by

using such techniques as semi-structured interviews (Spradley,1979) and

participant observation (Spradley,19B0). ln doing so, qualitative studies tend to

yield an understanding of behavior that has both depth and detail. Another

strength of this method of inquiry is that it caters to the needs of an investigator

who is exploring a world consisting of multiple realities (Lincoln & Cuba,1985:45).

By using open-ended, unstructured interviews, it is lar more adaptive and

responsive to an indeterminate situation than are more standardized methods. lt

was precisely this condition of complexity, variability and unpredictability that

characterized my situation as a researcher, and therefore, the employment of a

qualitative approach proved most effective.
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The objective, here, was not to enter the field with preconceived hypotheses.

Admittedly, a critical awareness of the substantive literature (outlined in Chapter

One) did guide the initial phase of research, but a conscious attempt was made,

thereafter, to maintain an open mind. An inductive stance was taken in an effort

to build an accurate and illuminating description of the phenomenon in question.

To put it another way, the task at hand is not to verify formal theory, but to

generate theory that is grounded in data. To the extent that this is achieved it is

hoped that the derived results can is some way shed light on the problem under

study and thereby contribute to the existing literature.

Grounded Theoty: A Qualitative Methodology

The methodological techniques employed in this thesis were drawn mainly

from grounded theory, a branch of qualitative'research pioneered by Barney

Claser and Anselm Strauss (1967). The primary objective of grounded theory is to

develop an inductively derived theory about a phenomenon that is grounded in

data. Fundamental to this method of inquiry is "theoretical sampling". The

researcher who employs this technique of non-probability sampling, selects his or

her units of analysis according to the dictates of the emerging theory. Put simply,

concepts and meanings found to be important upon initial inspection are pursued

for further investigation. Both sample size and composition are emergent, not

pre-arranged, as the case is with most quantitative studies.

lndeed, grounded theory is an inductive method of research, but it can be

more accurately defined as "retroductive" (Claser & Strauss,1967:72). There is an

ongoing alternation between induction and deduction. The advantage of this type

of inquiry is its guiding function and flexibility. lt grants the researcher the
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opportunity to reformulate or modify his/her theoretical tack at any stage in the

data collection process. Based on the initial data that were gathered in this thesis,

tentative hypotheses were constructed (induction) and then either verified or

refuted (deduction) depending on their fit with the subsequent data that were

compiled. This was the basic formula for building theory. lt was on this basis that

I decided what was to be studied next. There was a constant movement back and

forth between data collection and data analysis, although it is true that the

beginning of this project was marked by a greater amount of data collection than

analysis, and near the end it was characterized by intensive analysis and only

selective data gathering. Each phase of research, however, did not exist

independent of the other. Rather, the two research activities stimulated and

directed one another throughout the investigation. For example, this interaction

served to maximize the efficiency and quality of the interview sessions conducted

in this study by confirming those questions theoretically relevant to the evolving

theory.

Whereas quantitative methodologists analyze data in a statistical manner, the

researcher who employs a qualitative approach interprets or codes the data

conceptually. "Concepts" are labels that denote discrete instances or events in a

social setting. Those concepts found to be related to one another are grouped

together under a higher, more abstract order of classification called "categories"

(Strauss & Corbin, 1990:65). A category consists of certain "properties" or

attributes that can be dimensionalized along a continuum. For example, one's

"involvement in hockey" was found to be a distinct category in this study. lt

consisted of such concepts as player, coach, referee, administrator and parent.

These types of involvement were then characterized according to such properties

as "level of competition" and "years of involvement", and then identified as either

high, medium or low along a dimensional range.
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According to grounded theory, the most important or central phenomenon

around which all other categories are integrated is called the "core category"

(Strauss & Corbin ,1990:121). ln this thesis the emergent core category was the

"critical threshold between acceptable aggression and unacceptable aggression

(violence)".

Categories, such as "the perception of acceptable aggression" and "the

perception of unacceptable aggression" were discovered and developed through

the "constant comparative method" which was used in conjunction with

theoretical sampling (Claser & Strauss,1967:105). Constant comparisons were

made between incidents in a effort both to develop the properties of a particular

category and to integrate the emerging categories themselves and their subsumed

properties. In other words, the constant comparative method served to identify

provisional relationships between important phenomena. For example, early in

my research it became evident that a fan's "involvement in organized hockey", as

a player, seemed to influence his/her "perception of acceptable aggression".

Those fans who played the game, at a highly competitive level, were more tolerant

toward aggressive player behavior, as compared to those fans who either never

played the game, or whose involvement has been limited to a recreational calibre

of play.

While the primary objective of this research is to gain an appreciation of fans'

attitudes toward'aggression in hockêy, à secondary aim is to understand how this

attitude compares to their attitudes toward aggression in other sporting contexts,

as well as those outside the realm of sport. To put it another way, is their

perception in hockey consistent or inconsistent across different settings? To

address this question a "comparative analysis" was undertaken (Claser & Strauss,

1990:21). Crounded theory is predicated on the merit of comparative analysis and

so it was an appropriate choice of method by that very fact.
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With grounded theory there is no magic number signalling when to stop

selecting cases. lnstead, data collection is complete when the criterion of

"theoretical staturation" is met (Strauss & Corbin,1990:1BS). This means that the

properties of a category have become saturated. There is no new incoming data

salient to the development of the established categories. At this stage of research

the categories should also both "fit" and "work" (Claser & Strauss,1967:3). By

"fit" is meant that the categories are "readily (not forcibly) applicable to and

indicated by the data under study". "Work" implies that they "must be

meaningfully relevant to and be able to explain the behavior under study". To the

degree that these scientific canons are satisfied, the researcher can say with some

measure of confidence that his or her categories are indeed valid, which in turn

lends credence to the theory.

Underlying all of the practical measures of grounded theory is a guiding force

wittingly or unwittingly held by the researcher called "theoretical sensitivity"

(Strauss & Corbin,'1990:41). This intangible quality refers to an individual's

know-how or savvy. lt represents a researcher's ability to distinguish between

what is relevant and what is irrelevant when bombarded by data. Theoretical

sensitivity is acquired, in part, from a comprehensive knowledge of the literature

pertaining to the topic under study. lt is also derived from one's previous

professional and personal experience. For example, my background in organized

hockey, as both a player and a coach, has greatly enhanced my awareness of

many of the game's subtleties. As a consequence/ this experience has made me

more sensitive to issues encountered in my research. Through theoretical

sensitivity one remains faithful to the data by focusing only on and probing that

which is pertinent to the emerging theory, while ignoring or discarding all other

extraneous information.
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This brief overview of grounded theory is meant to introduce some of the

methodological principles employed in this thesis. ln the next chapter, and

throughout the remaining text, this method of data analysis will be further

elucidated, as required. This method of inquiry will serve as a vehicle to describe

and explicate the research findings and in doing so, demonstrate its necessity and

appropriateness.

I nte rvi ews an d Parti cipant O bse rvati on: Qualitative Tech n ìq u e s

The actual data collection techniques used in this thesis were primarily

interviews (Spradley,1979) and, to a lesser extent, participant observation

(Spradley,1980). ln the case of the latter method, during the course of the

1991-92 National Hockey League season, I attended approximately fifteen games.

During this time I paid close attention to and noted spectators' reactions to

episodes of player aggression on the ice. ln Cold's terms, I assumed the role of

"complete observer", in that my identity as a researcher was not explicitly

announced (1958:220). ln short, lwas just a part of the crowd. The information

derived from these sessions served as the initial basis for understanding the

phenomenon under study. More importantly, it provided direction-, suggesting

many pertinent questions and issues to probe when interviewing hockey fans. In

other words, these observations enhanced my theoretical sensitivity.

By lar,the bulk of the thesis data was drawn from interviews with informants.

A total of twenty-nine face-to-face interviews were conducted between February

1991 and January 1992. At this point, it was judged that the criterion of

theoretical saturation was met. Using theoretical sampling, a total of twenty

hockey fans residing in Winnipeg were interviewed. Nine of them were
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interviewed on two seperate occasions, for the following reasons. During the first

nine sessions the discussion focused on issues related to hockey, exclusively.

Then, after doing some preliminary analysis it seemed logical to probe this ethical

code in hockey for consistency in other contexts. So, in order to tap into this

theoretical question, the original group of fans were reinterviewed. All

subsequent interviews, involving new informants, included questions addressing

this matter of consistency.

Apart from the dictates of the emerging theory, three general criteria were

used when selecting informants. First, the individual, of course, had to be a

self-proclaimed hockey fan. Second, heishe had to be a stranger; someone I did

not know personally. This condition acted as a safeguard, ensuring that nothing

the informant said would be taken for granted (Spradley,1979:28;62). Each

interview, then, began with a certain naive ignorance, oh my part, which was

desirable. Because I had no prior knowledge of their biographical history, other

than their interest in hockey, my interpretation of their attitude toward aggression

in hockey was based entirely on the information given during the interview itself.

This would not have been the case had I chosen friends to be interviewed.

Previous shared experiences would have undoubtedly influenced my

understanding of their view of aggression in the game, producing, perhaps, a bias

in the results. The final selection criterion used, concerned the nature and extent

of a fan's involvement in organized hockey, both currently and in the past. At

various stages in this project specific types of fans were sought after, based upon

their involvement in hockey. For example, fans with player experience at a

recreation level were selected,. as were those with experience playing at a highly

competitive level. Fans with no player experience were also interviewed.
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A variety of strategies were employed to seek out desired informants. First,

friends and fellow colleagues referred me to hockey fans who they thought might

provide valuable insight. Second, the informants themselves, in some instances,

directed me to other fans, producing a partial snowball sampling effect. The final

and greatest source of recruitment came from attending a Winnipeg let's Booster

Club membership meeting in October 1991. Here, I gave a brief presentation of

my thesis objectives and then asked those members interested in taking part to

submit their names and phone numbers. These individuals were then contacted

at a later date and a convenient interview time and location was set up.

Complete anonymity and confidentiality were guaranteed to every participant.

The interview format used in this study was "semi-structured", an approach

that engenders rapport between researcher and informant (Babbie,1986:247;

Burgess,l 984:102). lt promotes self-expression and elaboration, on the part of the

interviewee, while maintaining a focused discussion. lndeed, neither a strict order

of questions was adhered to, nor was the hockey fan obligated to respond

according to a set of pre-constructed response categories. lnstead, the interviews

proceeded much like a normal conversation (Spradley,1979:58), the only

difference being that the informant was encouraged to monopolize the verbal

exchange. An emergent list of theoretically relevant questions were tactfully

posed, in an attempt to elicit insight into the four major objectives of this thesis.

The conversations, therefore, included questions pertinent 
. 
to the following

themes: the circumstances that permit hockey players to go beyond the official

boundary of acceptable aggression; the criteria that make acceptable aggression

no longer acceptable; the consistency of this moral code in hockey across

different settings; and finally one's present and past involvement in organized

hockey.
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The interviews, which lasted seventy-five minutes, on average, took place in a

variety of settings, including restaurants, an office space at the University and

most commonly the informant's home. All of these environments were

conversationally conducive, offering minimal distractions, and therefore ideal for

conducting in-depth interviews. ln an attempt to maximize the richness of the

data, all of the dialogue was tape recorded (with the informants' consent).

Contrary to what many critics argue, this technique did not stifle the discourse.

None of the informants expressed any objections to using a tape recorder and

they d¡d not show any signs of discomfort or inhibition. lf anything, they

appeared to be quite relaxed and oblivious to its presence.

The use of a tape recorder enabled me to be a more active and responsive

participant in the conversations (Lofland & Lofland,1984:62). lt allowed me to

convey a genuine interest by maintaining eye-contact with the fan and

encouraging him/her to elaborate, when necessary. Furthermore, the employment

of a tape recorder promoted a sense of continuity. Because I was not required to

constantly write down what the fan said (although I did periodically make notes

relevant to the emerging theory and the direction of the conversation itself), there

were no intermittent gaps of silence. Rather, the discussions flowed very

smoothly, moving from one issue to another, without an awkward break between

a response and the question.

For analytic purposes, the first series of interviews were transcribed in their

entirety, while the remainder were only selectively transcribed. From here, each

transcript was analyzed line-by-line and the relevant data coded onto cards

(Strauss & Corbin,1990:200). lt was on this basis that categories and their

subsuming properties were developed.
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With the general methodological approach now outlined, in the next chapter

the research findings of this study will presented. ln Chapter Four, and

throughout the remaining discussion, both grounded theory techniques and

symbolic interactionist concepts will be alluded to, as required, in order to

explicate the topic under investigation.
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RESEARCH FINDINGS

The intent of this chapter is to convey an interpretation of player aggression in

professional hockey from the perspective of spectators. What follows is a

descriptive account of a world viewed through the eyes of the one person without

whose presence the professional game would cease to exist - the hockey fan. The

following major themes were investigated and will be addressed in this chapter.

First, certain types of aggresSion were identified as acceptable, according to fans,

despite their violating the official rules of play. Second, the specific conditions or

circumstances allowing formal norms to be broken and be replaced by more

lenient informal norms were made evident. Third, the critical threshold, or point

beyond which acceptable aggression is no longer deemed acceptable was clearly

established by the informants. Fourth, the criteria demarking this threshold were

disclosed. Fifth, this emergent moral code in hockey was then probed for

consistency across other settings. Finally, the influence that one's involvement in

organized hockey had on one's perception of aggression in both hockey and

other contexts was examined.

1. The Hockey Fan: Supporting The Frofessional Game

Before the themes, mentioned above, are dealt with a few words need to be

said about what it means to be a hockey fan. The individuals selected as

informants in this investigation were all self-proclaimed hockey fans. But what

does this imply? ln response to this question the informants indicated that they

tv
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support professional hockey in a number of ways. First and foremost, a hockey

fan is someone who attends games and cheers for his/her favorite team, or simply

appreciates the skills displayed by players. The frequency in which the informants

in this project attended games varied. At one end of the spectrum, some of the

fans were classified as season ticket holders. During the course of one year these

people go to a majoriÇ, if not all of the regular scheduled home games. At the

other extreme, other fans indicated that they only occasionally go to matches, not

because they don't want to, but because it is too costly. In addition to

economics, this infrequency in attendance can be explained, in part, by the rise of

modern technology, namely television.

While it is true that television has certainly promoted the sport of hockey, it

has at the same time taken something away from the game. One need look no

further than the local hockey rink. On a typical Saturday night, during the winter,

a contest will be underway, but it will be sparsely attended. One reason is that

thousands of people across the country have their eyes riveted to the T.V. set,

watching what has become a Canadian tradition, "Hockey Night ln Canada". This

is one of the biggest changes that Canadian hockey has undergone over the last

forty years. Prior to the advent of televised hockey, the hockey fan attended

matches at the local arena. The hockey rink was more than just a source of

entertainment, it was a meeting place. People went to games knowing that they

would see old faces and be able to catch up on the latest news. lndeed, the

hockey arena provided a sense of comfort and belonging to the fan. Today, this

pattern of behavior and sentiment is still alive, but it is nowhere close to being

what it once was in earlier times. The contemporary hockey fan would sooner

turn on the television to watch a game, than visit the local community centre to

watch two teams vie for supremacy.
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This change in hockey viewing is not a unique or isolated transformation in

the Canadian way of life. Rather, it seems to be symptomatic of a larger societal

transition, whereby people today are. not consuming entertainment products in

public places but in their homes, more than ever. For example, in the case of the

film industry, instead of going to movie theatres, an increasing number of people

are choosing to rent movies and view them in their homes. Video games are also

becoming a popular household fixture, and shopping for consumer goods has

reached its pinnacle of simplicity with the development of television programs

that allow viewers to purchase items simply by dialing a phone number.

While it may be argued that the emergence of televised hockey has had an

adverse effect on hockey attendance, particularly at the amateur level, it can also

be contended that television has made a positive contribution, in that today's fan

is better informed about the sport than ever before. Not only are fans up to date

on the local hockey scene, but they are also very much aware of events occurring

nationally and internationally. lf it were not for television many fans would never

have the opportunity to see and learn about other teams, their style of play and

their key players. ln short, the introduction of televised hockey has broadened

the game's exposure. ln doing so, the hockey fan has come to internalize a

greater base of knowledge concerning the sport.

ln this study every informant indicated that (s)he watched hockey games on

television. The frequency in which they did so ranged from only once every two

weeks to three times per week during the regular eighty game schedule. They

tuned into such programs as CBC's "Hockey Night ln Canada", TSN's "Came Of

The Week", and Winnipeg Jets' telecasts on CKY. This pattern of viewing,

however, changes radically in the months of April and May. At this time the NHL

begins its annual post-season play-offs, as teams compete for the highly coveted
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Stanley Cup, the symbol of hockey supremacy in North America. During this

period a contest is featured almost every evening of the week. To people who

dislike hockey, this reality is most annoying, but to hockey fans this is heavenly.

The informants remarked that they try to watch as many games as possible, while

juggling other obligations such as work and family commitments.

ln addition to attending games and watching them on television, the fan

supports hockey by listening to games broadcasted on the radio and follows its

coverage in newspapers and magazines. Years ago, for many Canadians the radio

represented the only means by which they could follow the live, play-by-play

commentary oÍ professional hockey games, as called by the legendary Foster

Hewitt. Today, the development of television has made the radio less used, but

not obsolete. lt seems that if fans have the choice of either viewing a game on

T.V. or listening to it on the radio, they would most likely opt for the former. Fans

have a tendency to tune into radio broadcasts while they are doing other things,

such as driving a car, finishing some work at the office or completing household

chores.

The informants also reported that they often listen to post-game radio shows,

hosted by hockey analysts. Typically, these individuals comment on both the

prominent and subtle events that transpired during a game, noting significant

incidents that caused the momentum of play to change hands, such as a power

play goal or a stiff body-check. ln addition to praising the adept stick-handling

ability and swift skating motion of players, some commentators announce what is

called, "the unsung hero", an accolade awarded to that player who is not selected

as one the game's "three stars" (a traditional ceremony following NHL matches),

but whose efforts are nevertheless worthy of recognition. Furthermore, these

programs often act as a forum, allowing fans to phone in and voice their opinions
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about specific events that occurred during a game, as well as hockey issues in

general.

As for the sports section in newspapers, the hockey fan refers to this source of

information on a daily basis. Not only does it provide a recap of the results of

yesterday's games, but it also summarizes who scored the goals and who provided

the assists. Aside from the hockey buff who enjoys keeping track of such

statistics, this information is vital to those fans who are involved in "hockey

pools". The objective of such competitions is to choose a specified number of

players, from various NHL clubs, who one thinks will acquire the most points (a

combination of goals and assists) during the play-offs. To be successful, not only

must one be able to identify proficient goalscorers and skillful play-makers, but

one must also take into account what teams are likely to advance through the

post-season playdowns. ldeally, one would like to select those players destined to

play in the Stanley Cup finals.

With this general picture of the hockey fan now outlined, the focus of

attention will be directed to understanding how fans perceive specific types of

player aggression in professional hockey. ln the following discussion ¡t will

become clear that ceftain kinds of behavior are considered acceptable, while

other kinds of conduct are deemed non-acceptable (violence), according to the

fans interviewed in this study. The reasons accounting for this acceptability and

non-acceptability will be made evident.

2. Acceptable Aggression

Appearing in man1, different forms, player aggression in professional hockey is,

indeed, a common feature of today's game. When asked if they considered
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hockey to be an aggressive sport, the informants unanimously replied yes to this

query. They reported that a certain degree of aggression is permissible, according

to the official rules. Here, the fans frequently referred to such conduct as

body-checking. This type of aggression is characterized by u player hitting an

opponent with his shoulder or hip, in an attempt to obstruct his forward progress

and cause him to lose possession of the puck. This contact is legitimate provided

that both the hit is not made from behind and the opponent is, in fact, carrying

the puck.

ln the eyes of the hockey fan body-checking has always been and remains an

acceptable part of the game, without question. Aside from the fact that it is

officially allowed in hockey, and that it is perceived as rarely causing injuries

(because players are so well protected), its acceptability can also be accounted for

by its attractive appeal. While attending hockey games it became apparent that

the sight and sound of two players colliding with each other and then crashing

into the boards often elicited roaring cheers from the crowd. Many of the fans in

this study commented that they enjoy watching players exchange solid, "clean"

(within the rules) body-checks. A "hit", in itself, adds to the excitement of a

game, and when initiated repeatedly these collisions have the effect of raising the

intensity level of a match, thus making it a more fiercely contested affair. This, in

turn, promotes the game's attractiveness.

Apart from the aggressive behavior that is in accordance with the formal rules,

the fans also indicated that certain other kinds of aggression are admissible,

despite the fact that they contravene the formal norms of hockey. A majority of

the informants maintained that under specific circumstances particular types of

stick fouls and fist-fights are acceptable. The same was said for holding.
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2.1 "Mild't Hooking and Slashing

ln the case of stick infractions, both hooking and slashing were considered

acceptable, to a certain extent. Hooking refers to the act of using one's stick to

impede the movement of an opposing player. Typically, this strategy is employed

when a skater is unable to keep pace with a faster opponent, due to a personal

limitation or sheer fatigue. To compensate for this inequality, the antagonist will

reach with his stick and place the blade in the opponent's mid-section or across

his arm. Then, using a constant tugging motion, the assailant will try to slow

down his adversary, short of pulling him to the ice. Not only does this tactic

hinder the mobility of an opponent, but it may also serve to break his

concentration, causing him to lose control of the puck or deliver an errant pass.

The ultimate function of hooking, of course, is that it may directly or indirectly

thwart a goal scoring opportunity.

Like hooking, slashing is another technique players commonly use to "bother"

or "agitate" an opponent during a game. This behavior is characterized by the

perpetrator striking an opposing puck-carrier with his stick, repeatedly, in the arm,

leg or waist. Again, this tactic is prompted by a slower skater's inabiliÇ to catch

up to a speedier opponent.

While it is true that both slashing and hooking constitute official violations,

most fans believed that a "minor degree" of this conduct is tolerable. These fans

were characterized as having player experience. ln contrast, the few fans who

objected to this aggression tended to have limited player experience or none at

all. The former group put forward several reasons for the acceptability of "mild"

hooking and slashing, as well as the conditions that must be met. ln such

instances a player's intention is a very important point to consider, as well as the
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objective consequence of the action itself. The aim of the antagonist should not

be to purposely injure his opponent. Rather, if he merely wishes to slow down an

attacker or psychologically "knock him off his game", in order to prevent a goal

from being scored, then it is not a problem, especially if the aggressor is a

member of a fan's favoured team. ln the case of slashing, the contact that is

made should not exceed that of a "tap". When excessive force is used a slash is

defined as "a wicked two-handed whack". Such an attack can injure its target.

Therefore, to avoid inflicting injury and thus be "acceptable", slashes should only

be delivered to those areas of the body that are protected (eg. shins, thighs and

hands), with the exception of the head and upper body region. Similarly, in the

case of hooking, the magnitude of a hook should not exceed that of a mild "tug",

and it should not be applied to any area above the shoulders.

Like skating and body-checking, minor forms of hooking and slashing were

generally regarded as other components of a player's repertoire of defensive

strategies. ln addition to its physical dimension, this aggression also acts as a

communication device. By means of a hook or a slash, the aggressor signals to his

opponent that he is being hotly pursued. ln the words of one fan, you are

"letting him know that you are there". ln the eyes of the fans, players are justified

in resorting to these techniques provided that they stay within the boundaries of

acceptability mentioned above. Furthermore, taking a penalty intentionally was

considered a good strategy in some cases. The following comments made by one

informant are indicative of the general fan attitude toward hooking and slashing:

lf it is an intent to injure slash, I don't like to
see that. Since the beginning of hockey guys have
always tapped on guys' pads- lf you stay on the pads,
as long as it is not wicked left field home run swing,
I see nothing wrong with that. As far as the hooking
goes, sometimes they tug on a guy's arm, just to hold
him up, sometimes you have to do that. You are still
going'tô get a penalty, but it's acceptable because
you are not hurting somebody, you are just trying to
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make a play. But as soon as it gets above the
shoulders there is an intent there (to injure).

Similarly, another fan had this to say about hooking and slashing:

That's okay, hooking causes no harm. lf you were
skating in front of me and I hooked you, you wouldn't
feel anything, you have equipment all over your body.
That's called a lazy man's play because he is running
out of steam. The guy is ahead of him, he doesn't
want him to score, so what does he do, he hooks him.
A slash is more of a play to play around with the
player, get after him. That's just part of the game.
That will always be there.

This permissive attitude, on the part of fans, toward mild Vpes of hooking and

slashing can also be explained by the fact that such conduct is commonplace in

today's game. Throughout the course of a contest numerous incidents of this

kind occur, many of which go unnoticed by the referee. More importantly, many

of these infractions go unchecked, as the referee deliberately turns a blind eye.

ln light of this reality, the NHL has indirectly conveyed its willingness to tolerate

mild forms of hooking and slashing. Consequently, the message communicated to

spectators is that hooking and slashing are acceptable, if their severity is kept to a

minimum. This conduct, therefore, has become taken for granted, and not a

cause for alarm even though it is officially proscribed.

2.2 "Moderate" Holding

Like hooking and slashing, holding breaches the formal rules in hockey, but it,

too, is regarded by fans as acceptable behavior, to a certain point. The practice of

holding an opponent is routinely employed by players, particularly when
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back-checking. Considered to be relatively harmless, it is characterized by u

defender "clutching and grabbing" an opponent, in an effort to detain him from

penetrating the defensive zone. Similar to mild hooks and slashes, this tactic

draws a penalty in extreme cases only. For example, the player being held must

be pulled down or held for an extended period, before a penalty is called. lt is in

these same circumstances that fans object to holding. That is when moderate

holding crosses the boundary of acceptability and becomes non-acceptable.

Holding is never perceived as attractive, but it is excusable if exercised in

moderation. The majority of the fans, all of whom were socialized as hockey

players, expressed a great deal of empathy with professional hockey players. They

recognized that hockey represents an athlete's livelihood and holding was justified

as being one of the many requirements for effective job performance. ln contrast,

the few fans who condemned holding had very little experience as hockey players

or none at all.

2"3 Acceptahle Fighting

ln addition to mild forms of hooking, slashing and holding, fist-fighting is also

regarded as acceptable, in specific circumstances. Though less frequent than

stick-assaults, fist-fights do occur regularly in professional hockey. !n fact, it is not

unusual to see at least one altercation break out for every game that is played in

the NHL. Although fighting is proscribed in hockey, the fans identified several

kinds of fights that are admissible, based upon the particular causal or

precipitating factors. What follows is a description of those types of fights

perceived as acceptable by fans and the criteria that account for their

acceptability.
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2.3.1 Retaliatìon: In Response fo Stickwork

One type of acceptable fighting occurs when a player retaliates after receiving

a vicious spear, slash or cross-check. These stick-assaults were believed to be the

most dangerous form of aggression, by far. A vast majority of the informants,

especially those with player experience, maintained that a victimized player is

entitled to fight in such a situation, in the name of self-defense. By confronting

his opponent (challenging him to a fight) the victim is conveying to the assailant

that his actions are unacceptable and will definitely not be be tolerated, not now

and not in the future. The duel, then acts as a way for the victim to protect and

reaffirm his identity. By initiating a fight, he is indicating to his opponent that he

is not a player that will be intimidated, according to the fans. He is demanding

respect from his opponent. Failure to stand up to the assailant would prove

unwise because a player's physical well-being and identity may be jeopardized.

As one informant commented:

It's acceptable (fighting) because if you don't you
are not going to be playing that long because the other
guys will run you out of the league. They will just
take liberties with you every time you turn around, and
then after a while you won't be able to play the game.
l've seen so many guys that this has happened to.

2.3"2 Defendìng Oneself and Defending A Teammate

When a player is challenged by an opponent to engage in fisticuffs, for

whatever reason, the player is well within his rights to defend himself. ln fact, he

is expected to fight back. This reaction, on the part of a player, was perceived as

normal or natural, according to the fans. They expressed overwhelming support

for this type of fighting. lt was justified, they said, because the player is protecting
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both his identity and his physical well-being. By defending himself the player

indicates to his opponent that he will not be intimidated, and that he will certainly

not stand by idly and be injured. Put simply, as one fan remarked, "you can't just

stand there and take a beating". As one might expect, the acceptability of this

type of fight and its underlying reasoning are not unique to the context of hockey.

On the contrary, it was generalized to other similar settings outside this particular

domain. More will be said about this issue, later.

While all of the informants firmly contended that a player is justified in

defending himself when attacked, several of the fans maintained that it would also

be perfectly acceptable to skate away from such a challenge, provided that one is

given the opportuniÇ. ln many cases a player has no choice except to fight back.

lf an opponent starts to throw punches at a player, then he has no other option

but .to defend himself. However, in some instances words are exchanged

between two players before engaging in fisticuffs. ln this brief conversation

derogatory comments are usually lashed back and forth, many of which discredit

the masculinity of the opponent. Admittedly, this, in itself, is sometimes a

sufficient condition to provoke an altercation, but occasionally a player maintains

his composure and chooses not to fight. As long as this player did not provoke an

opponent into fighting, say for example, by spearing him, then his decision to

skate away would be acceptable, according to the fans. ln fact, many of the

informants praised this course of action as evidence that a player is well

disciplined and committed to his team. He is willing to swallow his pride for the

sake of the team. By electing not to fight he has avoided being penalized and

therefore his team will not be without his services, and if this particular individual

happens to be a proficient goal scorer or a skillful play-maker this could mean the

difference between winning and losing a game. One informant conveyed the

following view about this issue:
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lf somebody wanted to fight you and you felt you had
to stick up for yourself, tlien I would say that is
acceptabl'e. Bút I wouid also say that it'is acceptable
to turn your back and leave. lt iust depends on that
Derson ând how much self-contiol they have. I think it
is acceptable to stick up for yourself, kjut I also think
it is acceptable to turn'arourid and lêave it alone and
olav the eame. You've been pushed to the limit and
fhai's it, iou're going to fight. But you can also be
pushed close to the limit and say, "okay, l'm not going
io fight, l'm not going to jeopardize my team's chances.

ln addition to defending oneself, hockey players frequently defend teammates

who become embroiled in fights. Normally, fist-fighting should involve two

combatants only. lt would be totally unacceptable for two players to gang-up on

one opponent. However, certain circumstances may arise that permit a third man

to enter an altercation. According to the informants, if it becomes apparent that a

player is unable to defend himself and it appears there may be potential for

injury, then a teammate is granted the right to come to his aid, in order to protect

his physical well-being. As one fan indicated:

lf he is not getting any punches in, if he is iust
a punching bag, well ihên, yo.u obviously hãve to
step in. He could get seriously hurt.

lnterestingly, the fans emphasized that the role of the intervener, in such a

situation, should be that of a peacemaker. His duty is not to provoke further

aggression. Rather, he is expected to pacify the conflict, using as little force as is

necessary. The ideal line of action that he should follow would be simply to come

between the two players and seperate them. Only in the extreme circumstance

where he is provoked would it be acceptable to engage in fighting. One fan

explained the role of the peacekeeper in the following manner:

I think it is acceptable to stick up for your buddy
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if he is truly getting whaled on. They are just
orotectine their olavers. I think that if I was on
the ice añd I waå wâtching two players fight and one
of them was my teammate, I would want to step in
there for him, or to assist, or get him out of there,
or break them up. The most acceptable thing for me
would be to get in there and try and get the opposing
player off.

Aside from calling penalties and signalling offsides, the referee and linesmen

Though infrequent, the fans indicated that a one-sided confrontation may develop

because the officials have failed to intervene, in which case it would be

appropriate for a teammate to do so. As irne informant remarked:

in hockey are also obligated to break up any fights that may occur during a game.

ln most cases a referee will get in there when he sees
it as being enough, but there are some cases where a
guy is alrñost clo"se to being knocked out, and he cannot
ðefend himself anymore. That's a case where you have
to get in there right away if the referee has not got
in there.

According to the informants (primarily those with player experience),

maintaining team solidarity is another criterion that makes it acceptable for a

player to defend a teammate. They indicated that the success of any team is

determined, in part, by the amount of respect they command. A team that

habitually loses is usually one that is easily intimidated and thus held in low

esteem. Conversely, a winning team is not easily intimidated as they are held in

high regard. They are considered a formidable opponent and this reverence is

acquired largely from their group cohesiveness. A closely knit team is one whose

members protect one another whenever necessary, without hesitation. What

develops from this behavior is a sense of mutual trust between teammates. They
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know that each player will be there for the other if the need should ever arise.

One informant explained this rationale for defending a teammate in the following

manner:

I think that part of the team feeline is that we are
all in it together and if you were tõ let one of your
teammate"s take a pummeling, obviously some'of the
other aspects of the game m-ight suffer. lt's very
important that a team feels they are a unit, that they
are all in it together, that somgbody is going to be 

.

backing them up no matter what.

2.3.3 Retribution

ln the game of hockey if a player is mistreated by an opponent, a teammate of

the victim may feel compelled to seek retribution. Time after time, the informants

indicated that skirmishes sometimes develop because a star player was checked

from behind into the boards (a formal violation) or because an opponent took a

"ruJ'r" at a team's goalie. Both of these aggressive tactics were perceived as

unacceptable. They were, scorned for their intimidation factor, as well as the

injuries that they may cause.

Many of the fans recounted an episode that took place in'1991 during an NHL

game between the Winnipeg Jets and Washington Capitals. At one point in this

contest a Washington player, Nick Kypreos (known as a tough customer), hit Brent

Ashton of the Jets with great force, causing him to fall hard to the ice. Ashton lay

motionless for a while before a trainer came running to his aid. Although there

was considerable question as to the legitimacy of this collision, as it verged on

being both elbowing and charging, Kypreos was not penalized for any

wrongdoing. Meanwhile, Ashton suffered a broken jaw and was forced out of the

lineup for a lengthy period. From this point forward the game proceeded without

any further hostility.
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When asked about this incident, all of the fans expressed great indignation.

Not only were they appalled by the fact that Ashton was momentarily rendered

unconscious and a penalty was not called, but they were even more disgusted

with the other Jets in their failure to avenge the injury of their fellow teammate.

They firmly contended that the Jets should have responded in some way so as to

communicate to their opponent that this particular incident was totally

unacceptable. This opinion was emphasized particularly by those fans with player

experience. According to one informant:

One of the Jets should have come out and at least made
some effort or indication that that won't be tolerated.
lf you are going to whack one of our guys, then we are
we are going to whack one of your guys. The check was
questionable, I remember, I was at the game. There
was some question as to whether it was an elbow or a
shoulder. I think somebodv should have stepoed forward.
At least make a gesture by Skatine over to th'e'euv.
He could have done anwhing. Af least his tearämates
would have felt, "hey sómebãdy is saying something".
I think your reputation as a team suffers if you don't
do anything" Somebody should have made an overt gesture
not only to his teammates, but to the rest of the fans
that this is not going to be tolerated.

From this passage it is apparent that paying-back the opposition for a

perceived injustice tlrat they committed is absolutely necessary in order to

preserve team solidarity. lf one player is intimidated and no repercussions follow,

then the team as a whole is seen as being intimidated. They are perceived as not

having the courage to confront their opponent. As a result, this team is granted

little respect by the opposition, and by future opponents. lt will be known

throughout the league that liberties can be taken with this particular team without

fear of reprisals. The team whose player is victimized must respond to this action.

Like many of the fans, one informant in particular offered the following suggestion

as a line of action to follow:
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Although the fans did agree that some form of retribution should be initiated

I was thinking about the hit on Brent Ashton. I think
that Çpe of thing wouldn't necessarily require a fight,
but a real stiff check would be reasonable. I could see
looking to do that. You might finish the check a little
harder to let him know thal that wasn't appreciated.....
I wouldn't expect the guy to take a guy ouî with a real
heaw check änd then Tr'op his elovðs.' With Ashton it
was á dirtv check. I don't'think"there is anv oroblem
in letting ä guy know with a stiff check. t th¡ht most
hockey players are most disturbed when they get hit with
a real'scil¡A' body-check.

I think that if the opportuniÇ presented itself, then
I would sav a minimal amount of provocation would be
in order. Íwouldn't say it is okav'to skate over to
the guy and drop your þloves. B'ut if words came to
words, it.would probably take very little to instigate
it. I think that is part of 

'the 
game.

in response to such a situation, they emphasized that its severity should not

exceed that of the original episode and it should not reach the extreme of causing

serious bodily injury. As one fan explained:

lf someone hit an opponent over the head with his
stick, I don't think you should do that in return,
but you might single out that guy for some extra
treatmen! not maiming or life threatening; not
career ending.

As for fighting, while all of the fans objected to a player coming right out and

challenging the assailant to a fight, if the situation happened to escalate where

unpleasant words were exchanged, push came to shove and then a fist-fight broke

out, a majority of the fans would not be opposed to this development. Again,

they viewed it as a necessary measure to maintain team solidarity and to

command the respect of the One fan had this to say about fighting as a form of

retribution:
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Similarly, another informant made the following comment, which can be

characterized as chastising the cad:

I don't mind the odd fight, particularly if a guy is
not playing the game, like taking cheápshots at the
goalie while skating by, or doing a lot of spearing,
and then someone sorts him out. I think that is
quite acceptable..."lf you live by the sword, you die
by the sword. lt's as simple as that. lf a player
is'playing to iniure and hä is not being takerí to
task tiy the offícials, then it would be ókay.

2"3.4 The Spontaneous Eruption

At first glance, in some cases hockey fights appear to erupt spontaneously, for

no apparent reason. Beneath the surface, however, this Çpe of fight can be

explained by the interaction of certain emotional and structural elements existing

in the game. Structurally speaking, hockey is a sport that is played in an enclosed

area that is relatively small when you consider that there are twelve players on the

ice at one time, not to mention the three officials. This density, when coupled

with the fast pace of hockey, produces an inevitable recipe for frequent bodily

collisions (both accidental and intentional).

Emotions of frustration often arise in these situations. The ultimate aim that

any player seeks to achieve is to score a goal. lf a player is prevented from

realizing this objective because he is checked off the puck and into the boards, he

is likely to feel frustrated. His frustration may be compounded by the fact that his

team is losing the match, perhaps by a wide margin, despite mounting several

unsuccessful attacks. The culmination of these factors may cause the player's

frustration to rise to the point where he lashes out against his opponent in the
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form of fighting. One fan described the development of this type of fight in the

following way:

That usually happens because they are battling for
the puck afong'the boards. Elbows get high, "u Sry
sticks his glove into the other guy's face, ãnd hé
takes exceþtion to that (and a Teht ensues).
Certainly that is going to happeñ because of emotion.
I have no problem with that.

2.3.5 The Premeditated Fight: "Goon vs. Goon"

Like any other professional sport, the game of hockey has undergone many

evolutionary changes. Since the inception of the National Hockey League in 1917,

its system of rules has been modified several times, and as for its participants,

they too, have donned a new look over the years. Arguably, the NHL, today,

features the most talented players ever to play the game, with the likes of Wayne

Gretzky of the Los Angeles Kings and Pittsburgh's Mario Lemieux. However, this

collection of athletes also includes a few bad apples. According to the fans in this

investigation, there are a number of players in the league who really can't play the

game. The only reason that they remain here is because they can fight. These

players are commonly referred to as "goons", and every team is known to have

one or two of them in their line-up.

A goon can be readily identified during a contest. Even in the pre-game

warm-up this individual sticks out like a sore thumb. His skating ability is

questionable and so too are his stick-handling skills and scoring touch. The sole

virtue that a goon clings to is his punching prowess, and this he can flaunt only

periodically.
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Like many player roles in hockey, the role of the goon, as a fighter, has

become specialized. While it is true that fighting has always existed in the game

since its birth, in the last twenty years players called goons have emerged as

fighting specialists. Back in the days of the Original Six there were certainly some

real rugged players who made names for themselves with their fists. But these

same players also possessed adaquate fundamental hockey skills (skating, passing

and shooting), and received a regular shift on the ice, unlike today's goon. As one

informant described:

Everybody had one or two tough players, but they could
all play. ied Harris, from Monlreá|, was ã real toúgh
player. Teddy.Green was a very tough player. Thère
was no equivalent on those teams to Tony Twist or Tie
Domi. John Kordic, my heavens, that guV can't play.
Ted Green played on the power play. nóu're névei gonna
get a Tony Twist on the power play. I mean, the puck
is almost a foreign object to that guy.

The perception held by a vast majority of the fans in this study is that the

contemporary goon is not the all around player that his counterpart was in earlier

times. This distinction accounts for the fact that the tough players of the past

years were never labelled "goons". This unique identity has become synonymous

with the modern day player, only.

While a goon tends to receive only limited action, when he does make an

appearance it is sometimes marked by u spectacular confrontation with an

opponent of similar character. Typically, these two players will step onto the ice

and within minutes, after exchanging a few words and a body-check or two, they

will begin to fight. lt is also not unusual for these players to drop their gloves and

engage in fisticuffs even before the puck is dropped on a face-off. The fans

referred to this type of fight as "premeditated" because both parties fully
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intended to confront one another well before the opportunity presented itself.

Generally speaking, the lone factor causing such a duel is each goon's intention to

prove his superiority as a fighter. The fans expressed that they are not surprised

when these episodes arise during a game. On the contrary, they expect it to
occur, and in the case of some fans, they wait with hopeful anticipation. Because

they are well aware of who the goons are in the league, the fans can predict, with

accuracy, when such a conflict is likely to unfold.

The fans' perception of the premeditated fight can best be described as

mixed. Three distinct attitudes were uncovered, with each group consisting of

equal representation, more or less. At one extreme, some some of the informants

viewed it as acceptable, while at the other extreme, others expressed great

disdain. ln the middle of this spectrum, a third group can be classified as

ambivalent.

ln the case of the ambivalent group, in the heat of the moment, when such a

fight is underway, they can't help but applaud this spectacle. However, in

hindsight, when they have regained a sense of rationality, this same incident is

perceived in a completely different light. lt is seen as unnecessary and somewhat

ludicrous. As one fan commented:

Sometimes a game will be out of reach and the coaches
will send out their big goons to fight which I think is
ridiculous, but when Jroìu are watc'hing on T.V. sometimes
you get into seeing these guys fight......it's like
another form of excitement in thè game. But if you sit
back and think about what it is, it'iembarrassinÉ"....
I think from a moral or ethical standpoint when you take
a step back and look at it, it's stupid.
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Those fans who outrightly condemned this type of aggression argued that it

degrades the sport. ln addition, much to their annoyance, it slows down the

game, interrupting what would otherwise be a beautiful display of teamwork and

individual athletic skill.

As for those fans who openly approved of premeditated fights, they expressed

a number of conditions, many of which coincide with player conventions, that

must be met in order for this kind of aggression to remain acceptable.

lncidentally, these criteria (shared by all the fans, though to a lesser extent

non-players) apply to all other forms of allowable fighting, as well, including

"retaliation in response to stickwork", "defending oneself and defending a

teammate", "retribution" and "the spontaneous eruption".

One player convention that the combatants are perceived as having to

conform to is dropping both their gloves and stick prior to fighting. This gesture

serves a symbolic function. lt is a sign of mutual consent. Each party conveys to

the other that he is willing to fight and he is giving the other the opportunity to

defend himself. lt would be totally unacceptable to fight with one's gloves on,

and it would be even more reprehensible to retain one's stick and use it as a

weapon. ln short, both players should be fighting on equal terms; one player

should not have a decided advantage. As one fan indicated, "using the stick gives

one player total superiority".

Another informal player rule shared by the fans concerning acceptable fighting

is that players of dissimilar stature should generally not engage ¡n fisticuffs. A

fight should involve two players who are similar in size. Again, this size

differential would give an unfair advantage to the larger player. As one informant

remarked:

The other one that I don't like is when it's a guy the
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size of Bob Probert (large) taking on a guy the size
of Theoren Fleury (sma[er). It r,üould bé á mismatch.
Basically, in the ÑHL it's almost an unwritten rule that
if you are a certain size you fight a guy the same size.
You rarely ever see a Neanderthal taking on a little wee
guy.

Another fan provided the following explanation for this norm:

There's no status to be eained bv a bie euv eoine after
a small guy and pummeÏng him.' I doi'i th¡ñt yõu will
gain any points for that. The big guys have to go after
the big gyy,s.. You are not going to get to the top of the
heap by fighting small guys.

There are a few players who qualify as exceptions to this rule. Their lack of

size has not discouraged them from challenging larger opponents, and they have

done so with some measure of success. According to one hockey enthusiast:

You have some smaller plavers that are orobablv better
fighters than some big duyÁ, and I guesd word gets
around the league if he is a small guy and plays
aggressive and he gets into a few scraps and he wins,
then the word gets around. If the guv can prove he can
handle himself.L.(fan gestures that Tt is acceptable).

Similarly, it would be inappropriate if a fight broke out between two players

whose identities or reputations differed markedly. For example, it would be

unacceptable for a goon to fight a star player, but it would be permissible for a

goon to exchange punches with another goon.

The acceptability of all the types of fights, mentioned above, also stems from

the perception that they are harmless. Aside from a few minor cuts and bruises

(many of which are self-inflicted from hitting one's hands on an opponent's
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helmet), the general belief held by fans is that fighting does not result in serious

injuries. The cause of such injuries lies elsewhere. As one participant maintained:

Dropping the gloves and duking it out, l've never seen
too many injuries that way. l've never seen anybody
get,hurt or too badly hurt. lt's when you start getting
sticks, when you are using your stick as a weapon......
Real injurìes come from plcks flying and from-people
using their sticks.

According to a majoriÇ of the fans, there is little opportunity for players to

sustain injuries partly because fights tend to be shortlived. ln the words of one

informant, "fights are very quick, one or two punches, three or four, and then

they hold on, and then the referees get in there".

While existing research does support the fans' claim that stick-assaults are the

number one cause of injuries in hockey (Hayes,1976), further evidence also

indicates that fighting is not the innocuous behavior that most fans claim to

believe. Although fighting rarely, if ever, results in career ending injuries, the

fractures, lacerations and sprains that are sustained in fights are sometimes severe

enough to sideline players for a short period of time (Rovere,Cristano &

Nicastro,197B). And in the case of minor hand or wrist injuries, even though one

may not be out of the lineup, the extent of an injury may be serious enough to

hinder one's passing and shooting ability. This reality is something that hockey

fans often fail to realize.

Most of the informants down-played the seriousness of fighting because they

view it as more of a ritual, than an assault. Combatants are not perceived as

intending to maim one another. Rather, each player is simply trying to prove his

superiority as a fighter, in the hopes of acquiring fame and commanding greater
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respect in the hockey culture. lf the two pugilists truly intended to injure one

another they could do so, quite easily, by using a skate blade or the blade of a

stick. This course of action, however, seldomly transpires which suggests an

absence of malicious intent, on their part. As one informant contended:

I have honestlv never seen too manv olavers set hurt
in a hockey fight. Hockey fighting ié wnén yo"u drop
your glove! añd duke it out,"and ihe refereé is ther'e
within minutes. I think it is more of a show because
if they really wanted to pound the shit out of one
another they could do it in a lot better ways.

According to many hockey players, a fist-fight often serves to lift a team's

morale, especially if one's teammate is the victor. As a result, this may enhance a

team's chances of winning the game itself. The fans in this study (primarily those

with extensive player experience) acknowledged this function. As one avid fan

pointed out:

It's a psychological thing, that if you are on the team
of the olaver who wins the fisht. vou alwavs set a boost.
Psychologically, it deflates thä otñer team.' Tñe team
that won the fight will generally sometimes win the game
because they séem to get a boost from the guy that won
the fight.

ln addition to its functional aspect, a majority of the informants admitted that

they enjoy watching acceptable fist-fights. Unlike stick- assaults, fighting is

another source of entertainment in hockey, to a certain extent.

All of the fans interviewed in this study mentioned having a favorite team that

they cheer for, and in the case of many of the informants, they indicated that they

strongly identify with a particular club. They see it as being "their" team, to the
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extent that they feel as though they are almost a part of its membership. With

great pride these faithful followers frequently adorn baseball caps and jerseys with

their team's emblem and colors brightly displayed. lt seems that these commited

supporters want others to take notice and be aware of their allegiance.

As well as identifying with a particular hockey team itself, many of the fans

also commented that they identify (vicariously) with specific players, in a variety of

circumstances. ln the case of the goaltender, fans sometimes feel as though they

are magically controlling his actions. While sitting in their seats, the fans imagine

themselves to be and physically react as if they were, the goalie who is just about

to make a split-second glove hand save. Similarly, if a player is alone with the

puck in front of the opponent's net, and ready to shoot, the fans act out his play,

visualizing a goal being scored before the actual attempt is made. lncidents

involving fist-fights are no different. Not only do fans root for their team member

by standing up and shouting words of encouragement, but they sometimes

become so emotionally involved that they take part in the altercation, in their own

imagination. One fan who said he enjoys watching hockey fights had this to say:

I know whenever I go to games I stand up when a fight
starts because I want to sée. I go nuts. l'stand up,
I scream and I pound on the plËxi-glass..... I don'i '

know, it gets your blood goinþ. I think it's because
you get so much in behind yoúr team. You're not playing
for tñem, but it's almost like you were, you almost 

.feel

like you are involved in that fieht. You âlmost feel
like you are out there. You wi-sh you could be taking
swinþs at this guy. lt's weird, but'that's what most -
fans Teel like bécause they always say, "yeah, yeah, hit
him harder".....Everybodv likes to seê two euvs so toe
to toe on the ice. l'like to see it, but I donYt likã
to see a guy bash an opponent on the head with a stick.
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This is where the enjoyment lies, not in the fighting itself, but in the fact that

it is one's team member involved, and because it has developed out of a

competitive spirit. The fight becomes a symbolic extension of the competition

itself. As one fan put it, "it's an extreme form of teams trying to exert their

superiority".

Acceptable hockey fights do have a certain attractive appeal and they do

create a moment of excitement in what might otherwise be a boring game, but

this is not to say that they are the primary reason fans go to games. On the

contrary, in all the interviews that were conducted in this study never once did an

informant indicate that heishe attended matches for. the sole purpose of viewing

fights. Without question, the major drawing features of hockey, as expressed by

the fans, are its speed, goal scoring and skillful play-making. First and foremost,

fans want to see their team win and if they can do so in glorious fashion, then this

makes a contest all that more enjoyable. As for fighting, it is considered to be

only a minor part of the overall package. For most fans, if such an episode does

occur it is viewed as a bonus. lt is an adrenalin booster. However, they would

not feel shortchanged if a game went by without a fight. As one fan remarked:

I go there to see someone that is a really good goal
scbrer or a team that reallv plavs well. lf I went
to a game and there was no figjhting, I wouldn't be
disappointed if it was a decent game.

Similarly, another informant made this comment:

I won't be going there hoping this is going to happen.
I won't be charged up to see a fight on the ice. No,
I go to see a 6-5 game, with the þuck moving, that's
what I go to see. And hopefully the Jets come out on
top of the 6-5 game.
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Up until now, only aggression perceived by fans as acceptable in professional

hockey has been focused on. Perhaps the most important finding uncovered in

this research is the fact that a critical threshold exists, in regard to the perception

of acceptable aggression. There is a definite point (established by consensus)

beyond which aggression is no longer considered admissible. Not only does this

conduct breach the official rules, but it also violates the moral standards held by

hockey fans. ln the following text, those types of aggression deemed

unacceptable will be outlined, as well as the criteria that account for their

unacceptability.

3. Unacceptable Aggression

lncluded in the category of unacceptable aggression are a number of different

Wpes of behavior ranging from stick-assaults to fist-fights. Although similar to their

acceptable counterparts, what distinguishes these forms of aggression is the fact

that they have escalated to a level that breaks the informal rules espoused by

hockey fans. ln each case, specific conditions exist that make it not acceptable.

Let us begin by addressing unacceptable fighting.

3.1 Unacceptable Fìghting

One common theme that enierged from the interview sessions was the fans'

tendency to refer to fighting as being a traditional part of hockey. Based on their

earliest recollections, the informants insisted that it has always existed in the

game, and this perception does appear to be accurate, according to historical

documentation (Brown,19BB; Metcalfe, 1957). Furthermore, while it is believed

that the frequency of fighting can be attenuated through stronger punitive
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measures, the general attitude held by fans is that it will never be totally

eliminated from the game.

Even though certain kinds of fighting were deemed àcceptable, the fans

maintained that players should still be penalized for engaging in acceptable

fighting. However, they did not go as far as saying that the pugilists should be

ejected. lt was felt that the existing punishment is fair (having to serve a five

minute penalty). This suggests a certain tolerance, on the part of fans, toward this

behavior. This is not to say, however, that fans accept all kinds of fighting. On

the contrary, if any form of acceptable fighting should escalate to an extreme

level, and certain conditions arise, then it would cross the boundary of

acceptability.

Aside from meeting the criteria of an acceptable fight, mentioned earlier, such

as dropping one's gloves and stick, an acceptable fight should generally proceed

in the following way. The combatants will exchange a few punches, one player

will overpower his opponent and gain the advantage, causing the weaker party to

either fall to the ice or simply duck his head and cover his face. At this stage, if

the officials have not already intervened, they are expected to do so immediately.

However, if for whatever reason, thg referee and linesmen fail to intervene, and

the altercation continues, to the extreme where the victim is obviously

defenceless and in danger of becoming seriously injured, then the fist-fight would

cease to be acceptable, in the eyes of the hockey fans.

Several of the informants made reference to a particular incident that

demonstrates this notion of the critical threshold, as it pertains to fighting. ln

1991, during an NHL play-off game between the Calgary Flames and the

Edmonton Oilers a fight occurred between Edmonton's Dave Brown and Calgary's
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Jim Kyte that almost escalated to an abhorrent level, according to the fans in this

study.

The altercation began much like any other fight, as both players went through

the ritual of throwing down their gloves and sticks, squaring off, and then

proceeding to exchange blows. Over the years, both Brown and K¡e had earned

the reputation of successful fighters in the league. Classified as "heavy-weights",

the two combatants were, more or less, equally matched. As the fight evolved,

however, this apparent equality was soon lost. After a series of punches were

delivered back and forth, Brown took control and managed to knock Kyte to the

ice. At this point, as in any fight, Brown had proven his superiority; he had won

the duel and there was no need to go any further. However, after landing one

more punch it looked as though Brown was going to continue punching, as he

had his arm cocked back. lnstead, Brown restrained himself and the conflict was

brought to a halt.

Commenting on this incident, the fans emphasized that, had Brown gone any

further, his actions would have been absolutely unacceptable. The fans identified

three major criteria accounting for this unacceptability. First, Brown had clearly

established his identity as the superior pugilist and so it would have been

unnecessary for him to prolong the fight any more. As one informant indicated:

ln that Brown-Kyte situation, Brown had knocked K¡e
senseless. I waé verv impreised to see what grown'did
when KWe went to the ice. Brown hit him once and then
just stoþped. Now, some guys will just keep going and
going. I know your adrenalin is flowing and all that,
but I've alwavs had the imoression that if that ever
happened to'me or I did ii to somebody else, that would
be the end of it because what was there to prove past
that point? You've proven your point, so that's where
it becomes unacceptable to me.
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The second fan criterion refers to the matter of a player being able to defend

himself. lf it appears that if a combatant is unable to do so, and his adversary

disregards this limitation and continues to throw punches, then this would be

unacceptable. ln the case described above, it was obvious Brown had taken

control, and K¡e was no longer able to defend himself. Had Brown gone any

further, then this would not be tolerable according to the fans. ln any fight, it is

unacceptable when:

One suy has taken the uoper hand and he is still beatine
mercifeésly on the other þiry. The normal fight is, once "
a guy has gained the upper hand, he does not continue to
pummel.him. 

_ 
Yqu fight until you have the upper hand, but

you don't go tarther.

Finally, the fans expressed a genuine concern for the well-being of players

when engaged in fisticuffs. Fighting is viewed with great disdain when it appears

that one combatant is likely to sustain a serious injury. ln the case of Kyte, the

possibiliÇ that he might suffer a serious injury was becoming more and more

probable. One fan made the following comment about this episode:

Dave Brown just beat him up, he beat him senseless.
Kyte couldn't even defend himself. Towards the end of
the fieht. at the ooint where Kvte could no lonser
defenT himself, i found mysell feeling physically uneasy
or kind of sick because it was no* päsi ttíe poiht...".. t

tt was disgusting because Brown could have'killed him
if he reall! waniêd to, but Brown stopped it himself.
As I was watching, I came to the realization that that
was a possibility, so I think that kind of awakens in
you a sense of how serious that is.
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3.1.1 Intimidation

Earlier, it was mentioned that fighting in hockey should not involve two

players who are unequal in size or whose identities are markedly different.

Though infrequent, when these situations do arise it is often instigated by the

larger or tougher player as a tactic of intimidation. Employing fighting as a means

to intimidate a player who is smaller and/or a known pacifist, was vehemently

condemned by every fan in this investigation. Not only did the informants

express a concern for the victim's welfare, but they also believed that such

conduct detracts from the game's aesthetic features, such as goal scoring and

play-making. A player who excels in these skills may feel less inclined to attempt

such maneuvers if he is intimidated by an opponent. Even worse, the victim may

be injured and forced out of the lineup. One informant made the following

remarks about this type of aggression, contrasting it with acceptable fighting:

I think if it is between guys who are basically earning
their pay-check to do that as their job, if it's'between
them, it's fine. Also, I think if you get guys that are
evenly matched, talent wise in'the ïiehlinþ department,
like girys that yóu don't normally exfrect ö fignt, if
they want to go at it, that's fine. But when you get
guys that_ just go out there and they fight someb-ody just
because he has two goals or somethinþ, that's when it is
not necessary. Like, I wouldn't want to see Marty
McSorley (a tough guy) going after Steve Yzermah
(a prolific goal scorer) because he has scored three goals.

3.1"2 Brawling

Bench-clearing brawls are another form of

the fans in this study. They maintained that

because they cause lengthy delays in a game.

unacceptable fighting, according to

these episodes are very annoying

Considerable time is wasted having

to sort out penalties, players reclaiming their equipment and cleaning up any
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refuse that may have been thrown from the crowd during the donnybrook. The

other maior reason accounting for the unacceptability of brawling is its proclivity

to injuries. A player may easily find himself paired off with a larger, stronger

opponent. This lopsided confrontation may result in the former individual

suffering an injury. Furthermore, during a brawl players typically end up huddled

together in a scramble, with some players falling to the ice. Amidst this chaos

players sometimes sustain accidental injuries. For example, it is not uncommon

for a player to inadvertently strike another person (perhaps a teammate) with the

blade of his skate, inflicting a laceration. Fortunately, the frequency of brawls in

hockey, today, is limited and it is not nearly as problematic as it was during the

1970's, according to the fans. One informant had this say about bench-clearing

brawls:

That sort of behavior has passed. lt takes up time and
there is too much opportunity that things cán get out
of hand. Small euvs'ðan set ôaired up ürith biã suvs.
lf there are eiehi fíehts eõine'on, soniebodv cõuïd îerv
well take a ve[, bað bea"tingl I th¡nk that type of
behavior is rightly put in thé past.

3.2 Hìtting From Behìnd

Body-checking is officially allowed in hockey. Only in cases where an

opponent does not have possession of the puck or when contact is made with

one's elbow is this behavior a direct violation of fhe formal rules. ln addition,

when body-checks are delivered from behind, then they become unacceptable.

This particular behavior commonly emerged as the focus of discussion during the

interview sessions and for this reason it is worthy of mention in this thesis. All of

the fans expressed a strong dislike for this conduct. This negative sentiment

stemmed from their belief that, next only to unacceptable stick fouls, hitting from

behind is the major cause of injuries in hockey. As one informant commented:
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As far as the hitting from behind goes, I feel sorry
for the young Horñung boy from Regina. He waó brutally
hit froní behínd and is"now a quadriöleeic. Thev've
cracked down on that hitting fiom b'eniñd, but ii still
goes on. I mean, if a guy is against the boards and
he's got the puck and a guy comes in and iust nudges
him, i¡¿ell thai's fine. But"if'a guy is standiríe from '
me to you (2 feet) and he's sõt his back to "me and I

crank him, and he still has añother two feet to go
before he hits the boards......it disturbs me wheln I

see that happening. lt is very disturbing to see that.

According to the literature, hitting from behind is, in Íact, a leading cause of

injuries in the game, especially career ending injuries (Tator and Edmonds, '1984).

As the following excerpt reveals:

Since 1966, there have been 182 spinal injuries during
hockey games, involving players f i to 47.' Stx players"
died. One-third suffered varying degrees of para[ysis.
SixÇ per cent of these injuriés r,Veretaused when'players
either slid or were pushed into the boards (Winniþeg'Free
Press 01124192).

3.3 "Serious" Sfick-Assaulfs

During the interview sessions, when asked if there was any type of aggression

that they perceived as non-acceptable in hockey, the immediate response

expressed by the fans was stickwork. This refers to such conduct as spearing,

cross-checking and high-sticking. lt also includes extreme forms of hooking and

slashing. ln each case, the stick is employed as a weapon, with the intention to

hurt or injure an opponent. Earlier, it was mentioned that stick fouls are the

primary cause of injuries in the game of hockey, both in the eyes of the fan and

according to existing research (Hayes,1976; Rovere,Gristina & Nicastro, 1975).
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Whereas acceptable fighting was thought to be rather harmless, serious stick

infractions were considered very dangerous. lt was based on this criterion that

fans condemned severe stick-assaults. Furthermore, unlike acceptable fist-fighting,

serious stick violations were not perceived as attractive. On the contrary, they

were viewed as marring the game, detracting from hockey's aesthetics.

Whereas acceptable fighting was perceived as an appropriate strategy for

settling disputes in hockey, stick-assaults were not. lf a player was speared it

would be inappropriate for him to attack the perpetrator in a similar fashion. The

proper resolution to undertake would be to challenge the assailant to a fight.

Compared to spearing or cross- checking, fighting was perceived as far less

dangerous. Fighting episodes were said to proceed like a ritual, according to a set

of unwritten rules and under the supervision of the referee and linesmen. ln

contrast, serious stick fouls are usually initiated without notice and they often go

unseen. The following remarks made by one informant are indicative of the

overall fan attitude toward this particular issue:

I don't think guys are going to get really badly hurt
fighting. YouTre going to gét a õut lip or nosé. l,d
rather get hit with a punch than get a cross-check
across the back of the neck or eet hit with the stick
in the face. You have verv littlã protection aeainst
a stick. At least if you see a fist,'you have a ðhance
of moving your head. The stick doesn't usually give
you that rnuch of a chance. l'd prefer to have'it-out
with a fight and get it over with,'so that when l'm
skating around, I don't have to worry about getting
sticked. lf I gave a guy a bad hit and I knernihe wãs
coming_after me, l'd ráther he settle it face to face,
rather than not seeing him coming from behind and
spearing me in the bãck.

According to the fans in this study, the frequency of serious stickwork in

professional hockey has increased over the years. lnterestingly, one explanation
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put forward by many of the informants (primarily those with player experience) is

that players have become better protected. lt wasn't until the late 1970's that a

majority of the players started to wear helmets in the NHL. Today, it is mandatory

that all novices entering the league wear this piece of equipment. Players also

have the choice of wearing a face shield or visor (attached to the helmet). As for

the traditional equipment items, such as gloves, elbow pads, shin pads and

shoulder pads, the protection they offer to players, at present, is a far cry from

that offered back in the days of the Original Six.

The gist of the informants' argument is that with this increase in protection

has come an increase in both the frequency and severity of stick-assaults. lt is

believed that the contemporary player possesses a mind set that he is

"invincible", and this attitude is reflected in his actions. Because the players feel

that they are so well protected and not at risk of injury, they tend to treat their

opponents with less respect. That is, today's athlete is more inclined to use

greater force when slashing an opponent and is more likely to come up high with

his stick when checking an opponent, as compared to his counterpart twenty

years ago.

A majority of the professionals in the National Hockey League, today, grew up

playing the game wearing helmets, and in many cases face-masks, too. lt was

during this early stage in their career that they internalized this attitude of

invincibility. Then, when they became professionals this mentality was

maintained, even though they no longer wore face-masks. ln short, the fans

perceived modern day equipment as a mixed blessing. While they did admit that

this advancement is a good thing, in that it has served to prevent injuries, they

also contended that it has made hockey players more aggressive when using their

stick for illegal purposes. The following comments expressed by one informant

are typical of the general attitude held by the fans toward this phenomenon:
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I think that has increased a lot. ln the lower levels
of hockey a lot of times cages and visors are required
and I think that is where thêy get the habits of iarrying
the stick high because they linów they're not going'to-
hurt anyone with a cage. I guess growing up withlhat,
they carry it into Junior. When you look ãt the 70's,
when they didn't have to wear helmets and thev didn't
wear visoís, they didn't have that big a problem with
it. Whereas norru, with cages and visors, as those players
are getting into the NHL t%e si¡ct<s getiighei.--- r

Summary and Analysis

Up until now, the focus of this thesis has centered on fan perceptions of

player aggression in professional hockey. lt has been shown that certain types of

aggression are perceived as acceptable (despite their violation of the official rules),

while other kinds of aggression are viewed as unacceptable, according to the fans

interviewed in this study. To account for this acceptability and unacceptability the

informants provided specific criteria. lt was based on these criteria that the

"critical threshold", or the point at which acceptable aggression becomes

unacceptable, was identified. These criteria, which represent the fan attitudes,

can be characterized as "idealistic" and "practical". Of the nine major concepts

outlined by the informants, four of them can be grouped under the larger cultural

value of idealism, and the remaining five can be categorized under the value of

practicality.

The value of idealism encompasses the following concepts. First, it includes

the criterion of "fair play and justice". According to the fans, fist-fighting is

acceptable provided that the two combatants drop their gloves and sticks before

engaging in fisticuffs. ln doing so, the players agree to fight on equal terms and

each gives the other the opportunity to defend himself. Fighting is also

admissible so long as the two players are similar in size and reputation. lncluded
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in this category is the notion of just retribution. When a serious injustice is

commited against a player, the victim himself, or a teammate was said to be

justified in paying-back the opponent, in the form of fighting. ln these

circumstances the fans chastised the assailant for his ungentlemanly conduct. The

message communicated to the opposition is that tactics of intimidation will not be

tolerated. Consequently, a sense of equilibrium is restored. Serious stick-assaults,

in contrast, were said to be unacceptable because they violate the criterion of fair

play and justice. They are delivered without prior warning, and so a victim is not

given the opportunity to defend himself. Moreover, the assailant has an unfair

advantage, in that he is using a weapon. The second idealistic criterion refers to

"humanenessr'. Fist-fighting was viewed as acceptable when a player defends a

teammate who is embroiled in a conflict and no longer able to defend himself and

is likely to sustain a serious injury. ln addition, intentionally inflicting severe

injury, as in the case of unacceptable fighting or in the case of serious stick fouls

was perceived as inhumane. "Maintaining group solidarity" is the third criterion.

Fighting was considered acceptable, under certain conditions (defending a

teammate and seeking retribution), partly because it functions to maintain team

solidariÇ, an ingredient essential to team victory. A sense of mutual trust

develops between teammates. According to the fans, each player knows that a

teammate will come to his rescue if the need should ever arise. The final idealistic

criterion is "aesthetics". Whereas acceptable fighting was justified, in part, on the

basis of its attractiveness, unacceptable fighting was declared inappropriate based

partly on its unattractiveness. Brawling, for example, was said to slow down and

spoil a game. Similarly, serious stick-assaults, such as spearing and high-sticking

were viewed as unacceptable due partly to their unattractiveness. Like

unacceptable fighting, it was perceived as detracting from the game's aesthetics,

most notably skating and goal scoring. More importantly, both unacceptable
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fighting and serious stick fouls were said to sicken the fans, disrupting their sense

of well-being.

As for the value of practicality, it includes the following concepts. First, when a

player is attacked and forced to defend himself, fighting was said to be

acceptable, in the name of "self-defencer'. The player is protecting both his

physical well-being and his identity. Similarly, fighting, when retaliating in

response to stickwork was deemed acceptable based on the criterion of

self-defence. Second, whereas acceptable fighting was considered innocuous,

unacceptable fighting was perceived as "causing injuries". Likewise, in the case of

serious stick violations, the major criterion accounting for their unacceptability was

their proclivity to injuries. ln fact, they were seen as the primary cause of career

ending injuries in hockey. ln contrast, mild slashing and hooking were perceived

as harmless (the objective consequence of the action results in no injury). The

same can be said for moderate holding. Third, mild hooking and slashing, as well

as moderate holding were also considered acceptable based on the criterion of

"strategic expedience". These tactics are employed in order to overcome a

disadvantage, such as being unable to keep abreast with a faster opponent. The

fans even went as far as saying that it would be acceptable to take a penalty, in

order to prevent a sure goal from being scored. Acceptable fighting was also

justified based on its strategic expedience, as it was said to function as a team

morale booster, and linked to player success and team victory. The fourth

practical reason is "compensating for official neglect". When a serious injustice is

commited against a player that goes unchecked by the referee it is acceptable for

the player or a teammate to "take the law" into his own hands. Fighting, when

retaliating in response to stickwork or when seeking retribution were justified on

this basis. Likewise, defending a teammate was said to be acceptable if the
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officials fail to intervene. Finally, similar to the criterion of aesthetics, the

acceptability of aggression was also based on "economic considerations". Many

informants admitted that acceptable fighting is one attractive feature, though not

the primary factor, that draws fans to games. ln short, the presence of acceptable

fighting in hockey is economically beneficial to the game, it was argued.

The following tables illustrate those types of player aggression deemed

acceptable and unacceptable, as well as the criteria that account for this

acceptability and unacceptability.

FAN PERCEPTIONS OF PTAYER ACCRESSION

Acceptable (Critical Threshold) Unacceptable

1.Body-checking

2.Fighting

-Retaliation(stickwork) -lntimidation

-Defending oneself -Brawling

-Defending teammate -lnflicting injury

-Retribution

-Premeditated:"goon vs. goon"

-Spontaneous eruption

3.Stick fouls

-r'Mild'' hooking & slashing

4."Moderate" holding
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CRITERIA OF ACCEPTABITITY AND UNACCEPTABILITY

Practical

1.Self-Defence

2.Causes lnjury

3. Strategic Expedience

4.Compensating For Official Neglect

5. Economic Considerations

ldealistic

6.Fair Play & Justice

-Just Retribution

-Chastizing The Cad

T.Humaneness

B.Maintaining Solidarity

9.Aesthetics

While the material presented in the preceding section is by no means exhaustive,

it is an accurate description of the most important themes expressed by the fans.

So, thus far, what has been uncovered is a moral code pertaining to hockey.

Certain types of aggression were identified as acceptable and unacceptable based

upon specific criteria of acceptability and unacceptability which can be

characterized as "practical" and "idealistic". Another objective of this thesis is to

probe this moral code in hockey for consistency across other settings. ln other

words, do hockey fans hold many of the same practical and idealistic attitudes

toward episodes of aggression in other situations .as they do in hockey? More

specifically, are the fan criteria for acceptability and unacceptability consistent

across other settings? ln the following text, this question of consistency will be

explored.
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4. The Moral Code In Hockey: Probing For Consistency

The fans' perceptions of aggression were probed for consistency in a variety of

settings, including other sporting contexts, as well as situations oufside the

institution of sport. ln the case of other sporting arenas, the fans referred to

aggressive episodes in boxing, football and baseball. As for social settings outside

of sport, they made reference to aggressive incidents in barrooms, on the street

and in the family.

Not surprisingly, when comparing aggressive behavior in hockey to that in the

six other settings mentioned above, the fans frequently made comparisons

between instances of fighting in each context. Fighting was found to be the

common form of aggression by which a comparative analysis could be made.

The sport of boxing often emerged as a topic of discussion during the

interview sessions. The fans readily acknowledged the fact that, unlike hockey,

fighting (the act of throwing punches) is officially prescribed in boxing. lt is the

sport's most fundamental element. As one informant said, "fighting is the sport".

The fans were divided in their attitude toward boxing. Two schools of thought

emerged in regard to this issue. ln the case of one group, boxing was seen as

acceptable, to a certain point. Provided that the two competitors remain fighting

within the official rules, it was perceived as acceptable, as well as entertaining, in

the judgement of some fans. When asked if it would be acceptable for a boxer to

knock out his opponent (a behavior that is in accordance with the formal rules)

only a few of these fans maintained their support. They insisted that this extreme

form of aggression is acceptable because it is deemed appropriate, according to

the official rules. As one respondent commented on the knock-out rule, "that's

part of the game, that's the ultimate objective". The majority of these fans,
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however, changed their opinion of boxing at this point, declaring it unacceptable.

When a boxing match is allowed to continue even though it is obvious that a

player is defenceless and likely to suffer a severe injury, this sport becomes

"inhumane". As one informant put it, "it is unacceptable when there is potential

for serious injury and it still carries on".

As for the other group, they outrightly condemned boxing based on the

criterion that it "causes serious injuries". These informants maintained that it is

not uncommon for boxers to suffer brain damage, as well as other permanent,

career ending injuries. lncidentally, this claim is supported by existing research

(Maguire & Benson ,1986; Kidd, Corner & Stewart,19B3).

Compared to fighting in hockey, boxing was perceived as more dangerous,

according to the fans. The intensity and frequency of punches exchanged in the

latter context was acknowledged to be greater than that in the former setting. As

one fan described:

There are far more people hurt in boxing than in hockey
fights. ln boxing the opportunity for injury is far
higher than in hockey. Boxing is far more likely to
leãd to permanent physical dãmage.

According to many of the fans, one prominent factor promoting the danger

associated with boxing is the poor manner in which it is regulated. As one critic

argued:

I watch the odd match. I think that the damase done is
reallv substantial. The abuse is not so much aÏ the
charírpionship level, it's the hidden part of boxing, the
club fighters, the so-called "opponehts", the guyõ who
have nõthing going for them,'ahd they go oulthere to
take a beating in order to further their Career. And
sometimes they are fighting under different names, and
the medical testing varies fiom state to state. I guess
I would have to say I disapprove of the game be?ause of
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that. lt's so poorly policed. The other part I don't
like about it is, coinþared to. all other gåmes, boxing
seems to have such an "underworld" lnfluence.

Like hockey, North American football is an aggressive sport. During every

play of a typical game, opposing players collide against one another with great

force. Civen the high frequency with which these collisions occur, one would

expect a certain degree of player frustration to arise. ln hockey, this condition

sometimes causes fights to break out. ln football, however, this reaction rarely

occurs. ln fact, any type of fighting seldomly occurs. Whereas in hockey players

sometimes settle disputes by means of fighting (a convention perceived as

acceptable), this is not the case in football, according to the fans in this study.

Only in instances where a player has to defend himself because he is being

attacked or when a player is defending a teammate who was defenceless and at

risk of injury would fighting be acceptable in football. ln these circumstances the

criteria of "self-defence" and "humaneness" accounted for the acceptability of

aggression, respectively. The criterion of "maintaining group solidarity" was

another reason for the acceptability of defending a teammate.

Whereas in hockey the "premeditated fight" (between two "goons") was

considered acceptable by many of the fans, provided that the combatants

conform to the specified informal rules, such an episode in football was

considered unheard of and even if it d¡d happen to occur it was denounced,

unequivocally. Similarly, fighting, in the name of retribution or when retaliating in

response to illegal aggression, was not perceived as acceptable in football,

whereas it was in hockey. But like hockey, if fighting was used as a tactic of

intimidation in football or if two teams engaged in a brawl this conduct would be

non-acceptable, according to the informants.
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To account for the infrequency of fighting in football the fans pointed out two

major reasons. First, the players wear helmets and face-masks which makes it

difficult for them to fight. Moreover, such a scenario would undoubtedly cause

many self-inflicted injuries. Whereas in hockey players go through the ritual of

dropping their gloves and sticks prior to fighting, there appears to be no evidence

of such a player convention in football, whereby the helmet is taken off before

duelling. The second major explanation for the absence of fighting in football is

that frustrations are vented and disputes settled through aggression that remains,

more or less, within the formal rules. The fans explained that football players

have ample opportuniÇ to do so. On every play in football, players are given the

chance to hit an opponent, moreso than in hockey. As a result, there is no need

for fighting. According to a majority of the fans, both the notion of a safety-valve

and a means for resolving conflicts are inherently built into the game itself.

The game of baseball was another context in which the fans made reference

to instances of fighting. Baseball is not known as a contact sport, but on occasion

fisticuffs do erupt. The most common precipitating factor, according to the

informants is when a pitcher intentionally hits an opposing batter with the ball.

This aggressive conduct often prompts the victim to charge the pitcher's mound

and assault the assailant. ln response to this conflict, it is not uncommon to see

the players from both teams run out from their respective dugouts to defend their

teammate. What tends to develop out of all this commotion is a wild brawl. The

following excerpt illustrates the development of one such episode:

It all happened just before and during the fourth
inning of the Milwaukee Brewers - Toronto Blue Jays
game last night....A brawl occurred minutes after a.
man dressed in a gorilla suit greeted the wife of
Toronto outfielder Joe Carter, seated behind the Blue
Jays' dugout, with balloons and a birthday cake.
Back on the field, the Blue Jays' star was hit above
the right elbow by a ball thrown by Jaime Navarro.
Carter fell to the ground, stood up a few seconds
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later and charged the mound. The Blue Jays, who were
trailing 5-0, rushed the field, and the Brewêrs then
ran out of their dugout. Some punches were thrown
and after about eight minutes oT pushing and shoving,
both benches retréated. Carter rias eieðted and
Toronto starter Todd Stottlemyre, Navârro and Brewers
manager_Phil Carner were issued warnings by home plate
umpire Creg Kosc (Winnipeg Free Press, 05/28192).

When asked to comment on the batter's decision to attack the pitcher in such

a situation, a vast majority of the fans perceived it as unacceptable. lf the pitcher

intentionally threw the ball at the batter by no means is this acceptable, but it

certainly does not warrant being assaulted. Rather, the informants indicated that

this conflict could be dealt with in one of two ways. The most popular solution

offered was to leave it to the officials to enforce the rules. As one fan remarked,

"l would want the officials to deal with it". Relative to hockey, baseball is a slower

moving sport. This condition makes it possible for the umpires to monitor almost

everything that transpires during a game, a luxury that their counterparts in

hockey are not afforded. Umpires are granted more opportunity to identify and

discipline deviants in baseball, than are referees in hockey. Baseball players, it

seems, are given less "insulation from observability" (Coser,1961), as compared to

hockey players (and the same appears to be true for players in footbalt, as four

officials are authorized to call penalties, whereas in hockey only one official is

granted this authoriÇ). For this reason, there is no need for an informal system of

justice in baseball, as the formal system has proven its effectiveriess, in the eyes of

the fans. The need to "compensate for official neglect" is far less in baseball (and

football), as compared to hockey.

However, some of the fans did indicate that an informal mechanism of social

control does exist in the game. They referred to what is called, a "brush-back
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pitch". As the name suggests, this strategy refers to a pitcher throwing a pitch

that comes close to hitting the opposing batter, so close that it causes him to

jump back from the plate. This player convention, according to the fans, is

sometimes employed following an episode where a batter has been hit, usually in

the head, with the ball by an opposing pitcher. ln response, the pitcher from the

team whose player was victimized, uses the brush-back pitch against an opponent

(perhaps the pitcher himself). This gesture communicates to the opposing team

that the action of their pitcher was totally unacceptable and it will not be

tolerated.

As lot brawling in baseball, this too, was condemned by the informants.

Similar to hockey, it was perceived as an unnecessary interruption, detracting

from the game's "aesthetics". Like football, the only circumstance that would

permit fighting in baseball is when a player is forced to defend himself

("self-defence") or when a player defends a teammate whose well-being is in
jeopardy ("humaneness", "maintaining group solidarity"). ln the latter situation,

similar to that in both hockey and football, the role of the intervener should be

that of a peacemaker. His duty is to mollify the existing conflict, it is not to

provoke any further hostility. However, if he, too, is provoked and forced to

defend himself, as well as his teammate, then his decision to engage in fisticuffs

would be acceptable, according to the fans.

Moving from the sport of baseball, the focus of attention will now shift to a

pastime that was once considered acceptable by society at large, but is viewed

with strong moral disdain, today. Often referred to as "bloodsports", these

leisure pursuits include cockfighting, the fox hunt, bullfighting and pitbull fighting.

The informants were unanimous in their disapproval of these activities.

Admittedly, the contemporary version of the fox hunt has become more civilized,
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as the horsemen no longer hunt for an actual fox. lnstead, they simply follow the

scent of a fox. As for bullfighting, some of the informants did acknowledge the

cultural significance that it holds for some countries, particularly Spain, but from

their own perspective, like cockfighting and pitbull fighting, they perceived the

treatment of the animals involved as totally unacceptable. All of them were

scorned for their "inhumaneness". ln each case, the competition results in an

animal suffering a "severe injury", if not meeting its death. The following

comment made by one individual reflects this general attitude held by by the

informants toward these pastimes:

People who wish to do that should be put through the
same process. lt's cruelty to the utmodt degree.-
The büll doesn't get a seôond chance. I doñ't consider
them to be sports.

ln everyday life, physical conflicts arise between people for one reason or

another. During the interview sessions, the informants were asked to comment

on fighting episodes that occur on the street, in barrooms and in the family. Not

surprisingly, in each case only two Wpes of fighting were identified as acceptable.

Defending oneself ("self-defence") and defending a victim ('ohumaneness") were

perceived as the only circumstances where fighting is permitted. Furthermore, in

the case of defending a victim, if this person is a member of one's group (perhaps

one's family) and is attacked by an outsider, fighting was justified on the basis of

"maintaining group solidarity". ln the domestic setting, many fans drew attention

to the problem of spousal abuse, as well as child abuse. ln both cases, the

actions of the aggressor were scorned. However, fighting, as a way to either

defend oneself or defend a victim was deemed allowable in these circumstances.

ln reference to child abuse, one fan expressed the following opinion:

I think a situation where a child was being abused,
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you would have to take whatever measures are necessary
to stop it. And that would have to be followed up by
some'other action like calling the police. I

ln contrast to hockey, those types of acceptable fighting characterized by

"premeditation", "intimidation", "retaliation" and "retribution" were all

vehemently condemned in each situation, previously mentioned. Whereas in

hockey acceptable fighting was perceived to be controlled by an informal system

of rules, this was not perceived to be the case in similar situations on the street, in

barrooms and in the family. Contrasting acceptable fighting in hockey to similar

episodes in other settings outside of sport, one informant had this to say:

It's a strange type of fighting. lt's not the fighting
that I see in the bars. There's differences. There's
r.ules and parameters. They drop their gloves, that's
l¡ke a ceremony.

Without this informal mechanism of social control, the "potential for injury" is

unlimited in these non-sporting environments. The well-being of the combatants

is very'much in jeopardy, according to the fans.

Summary and AnalysÍs

Based on the information, mentioned above, it is clear that the fans' moral

code in hockey is consistent across other settings in some respects but not in

others. On the one hand, certain types of aggression that were perceived as

unacceptable in hockey were also perceived as unacceptable in the other settings.

For example, using fighting as a tactic of intimidation was deplored, universally.

Furthermore, in every case, when it is apparent that an individual (or animal) risks
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being seriously injured, the aggressive conduct becomes intolerable. Only in the

circumstance where a person is either forced to defend himself or defend a victim

was the acceptability of fighting universal. On the other hand, however, certain

kinds of aggression that were considered acceptable in hockey were not deemed

admissible in the other contexts. For example, retaliating in response to illegal

aggression, in the form of fighting, was seen as acceptable in hockey (in response

to stickwork), exclusively. Furthermore, employing fighting as a way to seek

retribution or initiating a premeditated fight (involving two "goons") were viewed

as acceptable in hockey, only (boxing is excluded from these generalizations

because it is difficult to make such a comparison along these lines).

Compared to all the other settings, the context of hockey had the lowest

critical threshold, according the fans. To put it another way, the informants

maintained that the violation of formal rules is most permissible in the game of

hockey, relative to all the other situations. Fist-fighting, especially, was tolerated

the most in hockey as compared to that in the other environments. lnterestingly,

ice hockey is one of the few sports where fighting is officially proscribed, but

informally acceptable, according to the players. Moreover, of any sport that

officially prohibits fighting, hockey's negative sanctions are the most lenient.

Finally, hockey is one of the few sports whose fans readily acknowledge that

fighting is formally prohibited, but who nevertheless perceive it as being

entertaining and acceptable, under certain conditions.

Based on the comparative analysis outlined above, it is evident that the fans

held many of the same "practical" and "idealistic" attitudes toward aggression

(particularly fighting) in both other sports and situations outside of sport as they

did for aggressive conduct in hockey. Four of the criteria accounting for the

acceptability and unacceptability of aggression, identified in hockey, were also
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maintained in the other settings. ln regard to the larger cultural value of idealism,

the criterion of "humaneness" was consistent in each context. Defending a victim

was said to be acceptable when it is obvious that s(he) is defenceless and at risk

of serious injury. ln addition, aggression that is initiated with the primary intention

to cause severe bodily damage was said to be inhumane. "Maintaining group

solidarity" was also found to be a universal concept. The act of defending a

victim functions to reaffirm group ties, and thereby preserve the group itself

(boxing and the "bloodsports" are excluded, here, because the former is not a

team game and the latter do not involve human-beings). As for the value of

practicality, the criterion of "self-defense" was consistent in each scenario.

Fighting, in the name of self-defense was justified on the grounds that one is

protecting both his/her physical well-being and his/her identity. "Causing injury"

was another practical reason maintained by the fans across each setting. When

the objective consequence of any type of aggression results in serious physical

damage it was said to be unacceptable.

Whereas the criteria, mentioned above, highlight the continuity of the fan

moral code, the following reasons, outlined below, distinguish the discontinuity of

the fan moral code and illustrate hockey's uniqueness. Only in the context of

hockey did the idealistic criterion of "fair play and justice" account for the

acceptability of fighting. Fist-fighting was said to be acceptable so long as the two

combatants drop their gloves and sticks, and provided that the two pugilists are

similar in stature and reputation. Seeking retribution also accounted for its

acceptabiliÇ. Similar informal rules did not apply in the other contexts, according

to the fans. The other idealistic reason for the acceptability of fighting in hockey

is based on "aesthetics". Acceptable fighting was said to have a certain attractive

appeal, according to a majority of the informants. ln contrast, fighting did not
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hold the same attractiveness in the other settings, even in boxing. Closely related,

the acceptability of fighting in hockey was also based on practical "economic

considerations". The fans said that acceptable fighting is one factor (though

minor) that draws them, as well as hockey fans in general, to games. ln other

words, the presence of acceptable fighting is economically rewarding for hockey.

The same argument was not maintained in the context of baseball and football.

The fourth criterion accounting for the acceptability oÍ fighting in hockey,

exclusively, was "compensation for official neglect". This practical reason stems

from the fact that hockey players are granted more insulation from observability,

as compared to football and baseball players. Consequently, the former have

more opportunity to commit infractions that go unnoticed by the officials, than do

the latter. Therefore, there is a greater need, on the part of hockey players, to

take the law into their own hands. Fighting, as a form of retribution or when

retaliating in response to serious stick violations, was justified on this account.

The final reason for the acceptability of fighting in hockey, which marks hockey's

uniqueness, refers to its "strategic expedience". Unlike any other sport that

formally prohibits fighting, ice hockey was said to be the only game where

acceptable fighting functions as a team morale booster and is linked to player

success and team victory.

ln the next chapter some concluding remarks will be made in regard to the

issue of the fan moral code. The purpose of this final chapter is recap and tie

together in a meaningful way the major themes that have been addressed in this

thesis, and an attempt will be made to make sociological sense of the fan moral

code, as outlined above.
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coNcrustoN

The aim of this thesis has been to convey an interpretation of player

aggression in professional hockey from the perspective of fans. Using a qualitative

approach, a particular group of hockey fans, residing in winnipeg, were

interviewed and asked questions about their attitude toward this phenomenon. lt

was found that, under certain conditions, formal rules can be broken and be

substituted by more lenient informal rules. Specific criteria, outlined b'y the

informants, accounted for the acceptability of this aggression. For example,

"acceptable fist-fighting" was justified based on the criterion of "fair play and

justice". ln contrast, certain criteria of unacceptability were also identified by the

fans, demarking the critical threshold, or the point beyond which acceptable

aggression becomes unacceptable. For example, the criterion of "causing injury"

accounted for the unacceptability of "unacceptable fighting" and "serious

stick-assaults". These criteria, put forward by the fans, accounting for the

acceptability and unacceptability of player aggression, were characterized as

"practical" and "idealistic". The fans interviewed in this study, therefore, can be

described as holding practical and idealistic attitudes toward aggressive player

conduct in hockey.

The fan moral code in hockey can be understood as having both a

materialistic and ideological basis. ln the contemporary world, the value of

achievement is one cultural component that is given great emphasis, universally.

ln Canadian culture, like other Western countries, achievement is often measured

V
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in terms of materialistic gains. A major driving force linked to achievement,

therefore, is the desire to seek materialistic rewards. ln Canada, professional ice

hockey has become a big business. Gone are the days when players played

simply for the love of the game. Today, hockey represents the livelihood of

players. lt is their means of survival. To assure player success and

self-preservation, players are encouraged to stretch the official rules. ln doing so,

the success of the team is also promoted and its very existence preserved. For

example, intentionally taking a penalty in order to prevent a goal from being

scored is considered a good strategy. ln short, the informal infringement of

formal rules is widespread and allowed to occur in hockey because it is functional.

Similar to players, hockey fans also have a vested interest in player success

and team victory. They, too, are materialistic in their ways. Fans strongly identify

with a particular team and its players. They feel as though they are a part of its

membership. The team provides a sense of belongingness to the fan. lt

represents a symbol of locality; it represents the community as a whole. What

happens to the team also has an impact on its fans. When a team loses, so do its

fans. Likewise, a team's triumph is shared by its fans. The thrill of victory and the

agony of defeat are felt not only by players, but they also impinge upon the fan's

self. More than anything, the fan wants his/her team to win, as there is a certain

status and prestige associated with supporting a winning club. The fan is granted

certain bragging rights. More importantly, team victory promotes fan

self-enhancement. When "their" team is victorious they feel good about

themselves.

So important is team victory to the identiÇ of fans that they consider it

acceptable for players to break the official rules, under certain circumstances, in

order to better the team's chances of winning. But this is not to say that fans
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grant players an unlimited license to breach the formal rules. On the contrary,

the formal norms can only be stretched so far. Not only are fans materialistic

creatures, but they are also very idealistic. There is a critical threshold, or a

definite point beyond which a little bit of aggression becomes too much.

Unacceptable aggression, such as spearing and cross-checking or when fighting is

used as a tactic of intimidation, violates the informal criterion of "humaneness", a

universal value that is internalized through the emotionally charged process of

primary socialization. Hockey fans identify with the victims of unacceptable

aggression. That is, they feel sympathy (Cooley,1902) toward the player who is

hurt or taken advantage of in a hockey game, just as they would for an individual

who is found in a similar predicament outside the context of hockey. Hockey fans

engage in "empathic role-taking" (Shott,1979). When a player is victimized, the

fans also experience suffering, especially when it is their team member who is

hurt or manipulated. lt was also based on the criterion of humaneness that the

acceptability of defending a victim was justified.

Fan attitudes toward player aggression in hockey were also influenced by

the idealistic value of "aesthetics". While it is true that the hockey fans regarded

a certain degree of aggression as attractive, there was a definite level at which it

became repulsive. What the fans enjoyed watching the moit is a fast-paced game

with goal scoring and an element of physical contact. ln addition to

body-checking, fist-fighting held an attractive appeal, in the eyes of the fans. lt

acts as an adrenalin booster and it possesses a certain arresting quality (Park &

Burgess,1969:579). Fighting remains acceptable to the degree that the criteria of

acceptability are met. However, when such an episode escalates to the point

where it continues, even though one combatant is clearly defenseless and is likely

to sustain a serious injury, fighting becomes unacceptable. It is unacceptable
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because it violates the internalized cultural value of aesthetics, in that it slows

down and spoils the game. More importantly, unacceptable fighting was said to be

disgusting, as it disturbs the fans' sense of well-being. Serious stick infractions

evoked a similar sentiment among the fans, which accounted for its

unacceptability. ln both cases of unacceptable aggression, mentioned above, they

fans engaged in "empathetic role-taking" (Shott,1979), in that they identified with

the victim.

ln the culture of hockey,"maintaining team solidarity" is a value that is

stressed among its members. Hockey fans, in particular, emphasize the need to

maintain solidarity, as it is a vital ingredient of victory. ln fact, it is one reason that

they gave for accepting breaches of official rules in hockey. For example, fighting

was deemed allowable in circumstances where a player is either seeking

retribution in response to an injustice that was committed against a teammate, or

when a player is defending a teammate who is no longer able to defend himself in

a conflict and who is likely to suffer an in.iury. ln short, to the degree that players

stand up for teammates, team solidariÇ is maintained and team success is

enhanced, according to the fans. According to Durkheim (1947), every human

society (group) requires solidarity - that is, a feeling among its members that they

belong together. Without solidariÇ such bonds are weakened and the group will

inevitably disband. Solidarity is a product of primary group socialization. With

solidarity comes trust. This enables us to cope with uncertainty because we trust

group members. We know that they will back us up if the need should ever arise.

There is a societal tendency to solidarity. lt is something that comes out of the

culture of most societies. lt is an idealistic value that is widely emphasized.

"Fair play and justice" is another value that is emphasized by society at large.

It, too, is transmitted from one generation to the next. And like many societal
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values, fair play and justice is one value, in particular, that has become transposed

into the culture of sport. ln the case of professional hockey, it has become

culturally entrenched. Social order is maintained in hockey based on a system of

norms that is partly formal and partly informal. The informal norms, or unwritten

rules, specify what conduct is acceptable and unacceptable, according to the

players. The informal rules are stretched in the informal code (because doing so

is functional) to the extent that some kinds of aggression that are quite acceptable

in the informal system, clearly violate the formal system. Fist-fighting is a

prominent example. Although it is officially prohibited, fighting is considered

informally acceptable, according to the players. The acceptability of fighting is

based on the informal rule of fairness and justice (Colburn,19\7). lt is acceptable,

under certain circumstances, provided that certain conventions are adhered to, on

the part of players. For example, the victim of a serious stick,assault (spearing) is

justified in challenging the assailant to a fight, as a means of resolving the dispute

and restoring order. ln these circumstances, the pugilists must drop their gloves

and sticks prior to fighting. Furthermore, only those players who are similar in

size and reputation should engage in fisticuffs, generally speaking. ln this light,

fighting can be seen as a type of duel, one that is carried out in an honourable

and manly way. lt is a way of legitimating otherwise illegitimate behavior, and

honour is bestowed upon only those players who adhere to this protocol.

Not surprisingly, many of the fan criteria, accounting for the acceptability and

unacceptability of player aggression, coincide with player conventions. The player

convention, mentioned above, is one example. The acceptability of fighting is

based on the fan criterion of "fair play and justice". The fan moral code is,

therefore, Vêv similar to the player moral code. To be more specific, however,

those fans who were socialized as hockey players were more tolerant in their
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attitude toward the violation of formal rules in hockey, as compared to those fans

with little or no player experience. The fans, as a whole, perceived the same

objects (player aggression), but they attributed to them different meanings (in the

form of symbols), due to the particular interactional group that they emerged

from. Those fans with player experience internalized to a greater degree the

informal rules associated with this culture, as compared to those fans lacking or

without such experience. As a result, the two groups of fans differed in their

attitudes toward player aggression.

Up until now, it has been argued that fan attitudes are shaped by idealistic

cultural values characteristic of human societies at large, as well as the socializing

experience as a player in the context of hockey. A final source of influence

concerns those experiences that can be characterized as dramatic and traumatic.

lncluded in the fan criterion of fair play and justice is the notion of just

retribution. Fighting was said to be acceptable in cases where players are seeking

retribution in response to an injustice that was committed against either them or a

teammate. Because the hockey fans strongly identified with a team and its

players, they too, felt offended when one of "their" players was victimized. Their

identity as a fan was tarnished. More importantly, they also felt that the assailant

should receive some form of pay-back, and until this was initiated they felt

frustrated. Hitting the opponent with a stiff body-check, and in some cases

challenging him to a fight, were seen as acceptable measures. These gestures

communicate to the opposition that tactics of intimidation will not be tolerated.

ln doing so, a sense of equilibrium is restored. Not only do these reactionary

strategies function to protect the identity of the victim (and the team itself), but

they also serve to defend the identity of the fans. They breathed a sigh of relief

knowing that justice had prevailed.
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ln contrast, in those situations where a player was unjustly assaulted and

neither the victim nor a teammate sought retribution, the fans indicated that they

felt frustrated. They experienced a mediated sense of frustration, as they

identified with the victim and his teammates. Furthermore, their frustration also

stemmed from the fact that no retaliatory action was undertaken by a teammate

of the victim. ln this study, the fans frequently made reference to such episodes

(often the same episode), describing them as perceived injustices. They lvere

characterized as very dramatic and traumatic, and consequently, some of them

lingered in the fans' memory. These episodes can be described as "referent

events" in that they served as a standard for making judgements about similar

situations in the future. lt was on this basis that the fans often measured the

acceptability and unacceptability of aggressive incidents in hockey. Socialization,

in general, can be defined as the "residual of interaction" (Turner,1970:165). lt

refers to those experiences that have a lasting effect on the memory. Of course,

not all interaction is equally dramatic (or traumatic) and so not all interaction has

an equally strong socializing impact. The effectiveness of primary socialization

(between parent and child) can be attributed to the fact that it occurs in an

emotionally charged context. Mead (193S) referred to these episodes as

"truncated acts". He argued that those acts that are not consummated have a

greater impact on shaping our attitudes, as compared to those acts that are

consummated. lt is based, in part, on these past experiences that we make

judgements about similar situations in the present.

"Chastising the cad" is another component of the criterion of fair play and

justice, in hockey. ln situations where a player committed an unprovoked attack

against an opponent, the fans scolded the assailant for his ungentlemanly conduct.

They emphasized the importance of punishing the deviant, whether it be through
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formal or informal sanctions, in order to reaffirm the formal and informal

normative systems. lf such action is not taken the rules of the game (both formal

and informal) are called into question and they lose their moral strength. ln

Mead's terms, this causes disequilibrium, as the act is not consummated.

Equilibrium is not restored until the punishment is issued. This punishment acts

as a marker, making visible what would otherwise be an invisible system of norms.

Similarly, in everyday life, the actions of a deviant and the reaction of the

community help to mark the boundaries of group behavior. When the guilty

party is punished it reminds members what conduct is acceptable and

u nacceptable (Ericks on,1 962).

Thus far, it has been argued that many of the fan criteria which account for

the acceptability and unacceptability of player aggression in hockey have their

basis in idealistic cultural values of the larger society. These values include,

humaneness, aesthetics, maintaining solidarity and fair play and justice. ln

addition to hockey, these values permeate many other aspects of modern society,

including other sporting events, as well as settings outside the domain of sport.

However, what sets hockey apart from most other sports, as well as situations

outside the realm of sport, is the unique meaning that the criterion of fair play

and justice holds in this particular context. lt was based on the criterion of fair

play and justice that fist-fighting was deemed acceptable, according to the hockey

fans. ln no other setting where fighting is officially prohibited (including other

sporting arenas, as well as those situations outside the institution of sport) was

fighting considered informally acceptable based on the criterion of fair play and

justice. lt was only in the context of hockey that the fans perceived the need for

an informal system of justice, in the form of fighting. lt is this feature that marks

hockey's uniqueness.
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When comparing hockey to other sports, which officially prohibit fighting, one

explanation for the informal legitimacy of fighting in hockey concerns the role of

officials. ln hockey there is only one official who is granted the right to call

penalties. ln contrast, in football four officials are given this authoriÇ. Hockey is

also a very fast game which means that the referee, through no fault of his own, is

unable to see everything that transpires during a game and is, therefore, unable to

call every infraction that occurs. In slower moving sports, such as baseball the

umpires are given the opportunity to monitor the behavior of athletes much more

closely than are their counterparts in hockey. The implication, here, is that

hockey players have a higher "insulation from observability" (Coser,1961), as

compared to football and baseball players.

Civen that hockey players have a high insulation from observability and

considering that they are under a lot of pressure to win, it is not surprising that

the temptation to stretch the rules is great. Hockey players often initiate illegal

acts of aggression and risk being penalized, in an attempt to better their team's

chances of winning. And, in fact, the odds are rather good that they will skate off

scott free, unnoticed by the referee. But when such an episode does occur and a

player is victimized, it is perceived as an injustice, in the eyes of the victim and his

teammates. Consequently, the victim himself, or perhaps a teammate, will

sometimes compensate for this official neglect by taking "the law" into their own

hands, correcting this problem through an informal system of justice, namely

challenging the assailant to a fist-fight. In other team sports, such as football and

baseball the need to compensate for official neglect is not nearly as great as it is

in hockey. Therefore, there is no need for an informal system of justice (i.e.

fighting) in football and baseball.
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ln closing, it has been argued that hockey fans hold many idealistic and

practical attitudes toward player aggression in professional hockey. lt has been

shown that, under certain . conditions, formal rules can be breached and be

substituted for by more lenient, informal rules. But there is also a critical

threshold, or a point beyond which acceptable aggression becomes unacceptable.

According to the fans, certain criteria - characterized as idealistic and practical -

accounted for the acceptability and unacceptability of player aggression.

Considering these findings, one question that comes to mind is: what does the

future hold in store for the game of hockey? What evolutionary path is the game

going to take in the next twenty years, and how will these changes affect fan

attitudes toward hockey? More specifically, to what extent will player violence

(defined here is unacceptable aggression) play a role in hockey, and to what

extent will fans applaud and condone this conduct?

lf the National Hockey League player draft, in 1992, is a sign of the times and

any indication of things to come, then it would seem that professional hockey is

shifting away from its emphasis on rough, physical play to one in which speed and

finesse take priority. ln this year's NHL draft, five of the first ten draft selections

were Europeans. This can be explained, in part, by a dramatic increase in the

number of players from the former Soviet Union, who, since the collapse of the

U.S.S.R., have been granted the freedom to leave their homeland in order to play

hockey in North America. This reality also says something about the calibre of

talent that the Canadian hockey system is producing. Perhaps we are no longer

the Number One producer of the best hockey players in the world, and if so, this

suggests that we need to re-evaluate and re-design our educational system in

hockey. Maybe hockey educators are not teaching the game's fundamental skills

as effectively as they should be. Whether or not Canada's hockey program needs
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to be remedied is a moot point. The fact remains that the demand for fast,

highly-skilled players will continue to rise, while the demand for slower,

less-skilled players will decline. Civen this projection, it seems likely that the

services of "goons" (players known for their punching prowess) will become less

and less sought after. The day may may come when NHL teams cannot afford to

include such an individual in their line-up because he is proven to be nothing but

a liability.

As for future research in this area, several possibilities come to mind. ln

European hockey fist-fighting is strictly prohibited. Unlike North American

hockey, not only is a player ejected for fighting but he is also suspended for a

specified number of games. ln short, the European system is far less tolerant

toward fighting, than is the Canadian system. Civen this reality, it would be

interesting to see how hockey fans from European countries perceive the game as

it is played in North America. Furthermore, how does their perception of

aggression compare to that of Canadian fans? Similarly, investigating American

hockey fan attitudes toward aggression in hockey would also be intriguing. Over

the years it has been argued by many by many people that the only way hockey

will survive in the U.S. is if fighting occurs regularly at games. ln sharp contrast,

however, many critics have recently come fonarard, contending that the presence

of fighting in hockey is precisely the reason why this game has failed to achieve

widespread popularity among the American people. ln fact, it is because of

fighting, some argue, that NHL Officials have yet to negotiate a television contract

with a major American T.V. network. lt remains unclear, therefore, whether or not

fighting is the cause of hockey's problems in the U.S. or if it is the remedy. Future

research in this area might shed some light on this question. Another direction of

research that might prove fruitful is to attend hockey games and identity fans who
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cheer fighting, as well as those who denounce it. These particular fans could then

be asked to take part in an interview at a later date. By using such an approach

the researcher would ensure that heishe is capturing the full range of opinion.

Whatever changes do happen to take place in hockey, in the next twenty

years, it will be interesting to see how these changes in the style of play affect fan

attitudes toward player aggression. lt may be that fans will come to have a lower

tolerance threshold for breaches of the formal rules. One wonders if fighting will

still be an informally acceptable way of settling disputes in the future, as it is

today. Furthermore, will fighting continue to hold an attractive appeal, in the eyes

of fans, or will it become an absolute eyesore, detracting from the game's

aesthetics, such as skating, play-making and goal scoring? As much as experts and

critics may speculate, like all things that pique our curiosity, only time will tell

what lies ahead in the game of hockey, a game that Canadians hold so

passionately to their hearts.
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